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Inductively coupled power transfer can extend the lifetime of embedded 
microsensors that save costs, energy, and lives. To expand the microsensors' functionality, 
the transferred power needs to be maximized. Plus, the power receiver needs to handle 
wide coupling variations in real applications. Therefore, the objective of this research is to 
design a power receiver that outputs the highest power for the widest coupling range. This 
research proposes a switched resonant half-bridge power stage that adjusts both energy 
transfer frequency and duration so the output power is maximally high. A maximum power 
point (MPP) theory is also developed to predict the optimal settings of the power stage with 
98.6% accuracy. Finally, this research addresses the system integration challenges such as 
synchronization and over-voltage protection. The fabricated self-synchronized prototype 
outputs up to 89% of the available power across 0.067%~7.9% coupling range. The output 
power (in percentage of available power) and coupling range are 1.3× and 13× higher than 







CHAPTER 1. EMBEDDED MICROSENSORS 
1.1 Applications 
With the advancement in micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) technology, sensors 
can now be miniaturized onto a millimeter-scale semiconductor chip to collect information 
from the physical world. An embedded microsensor system often combines the 
miniaturized sensor with an interface integrated circuit (IC) so the collected information 
can be processed locally and transmitted to other devices. The embedded microsensors are 
often small in millimeter-scale, as the MEMS devices and interfaces ICs are often packaged 
together. MEMS devices can be built on a CMOS IC substrate as well, so the whole 
embedded microsensor system can be integrated on a single chip to further reduce the size 
[1-3]. Also, as the MEMS devices and ICs are fabricated with the standard, batch-built 
process, their cost is low. The small form factor allows the embedded microsensors to 
collect information in places difficult to reach. And the low cost allows them to be 
distributed in large quantities or even to form a wireless sensor network [4-6]. 
 
Figure 1-1. Implanted blood pressure monitoring MEMS sensor. 
1.1.1 Biomedical Implants 
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The tiny embedded wireless microsensors can be implanted in human or animal bodies to 
monitor the body information or assist the body activity [7, 8]. The pressure sensor shown 
in Figure 1-1 utilizes the silicon diaphragm’s capacitive feature to measure the pressure [9]. 
The sensor is then attached to a cuff that surrounds the lab animal’s vessel to provide 
constant pressure monitoring. The implanted microsensor can monitor blood glucose levels 
as well. The glucose monitoring system in [10], as shown in Figure 1-2, integrates the 
glucose sensor, the readout circuit, and the communication module onto a 4 mm × 8 mm 
printed circuit board (PCB). The readout circuit converts the sensor output to digital 
numbers, and the readout numbers are sent to the master device via an inductive data link. 
The embedded microsensors are also found in a wide range of other biomedical implant 
applications as well, including neuro monitoring/stimulation [11-15], endoscopy [16-18], 
intraocular pressure sensing [1, 19-21], drug delivery control [22, 23], electrocardiogram 
[24], and other biomedical readout applications [24-26]. 
 
Figure 1-2. Implanted wireless blood glucose monitoring system. 
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1.1.2 Structure/Material Monitoring 
Besides biomedical implant applications, embedded microsensors are also widely used in 
monitoring structural health in a wireless fashion. In [5] and [27], a bunch of embedded 
microsensors are distributed at the critical structural points of the architecture. Each 
microsensor monitors the displacement of one component. A test vehicle or “host” charges 
each microsensor wirelessly as it passes by and collects information in an as-need fashion. 
Embedded microsensors are also used in aircraft to monitor any cracks or deformation [28, 
29]. Similar microsensors are found embedded in materials and buildings as well [30, 31]. 
Their tiny form allows them to be embedded in the materials in large quantities. And they 
are often powered wirelessly to avoid the complex wiring [30, 32, 33]. 
1.1.3 Environment Sensing and Other Applications 
Embedded microsensors are also used for sensing the environment parameters [34-39]. The 
embedded microsystem in [35], as shown in Figure 1-3 integrates the pressure, temperature, 
and humidity sensors, as well as the signal processing and transmitting/receiving circuits 
on a single silicon die. The tiny integrated microsystem can be distributed in the soil and 
powered wirelessly and instantaneously when an interrogating device is nearby. 
Microsensors that detect light or chemicals are used for imaging as well [40, 41]. The 
sensed image data can be processed on-chip with only microwatts of power [41]. 
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Figure 1-3. Microsystem that senses pressure, temperature, and humidity. 
1.1.4 Summary 
Table 1-1 summarizes and compares the power consumption and sizes of different 
embedded microsensor applications. Most embedded microsensors take up to a few tens of  
millimeter square, except the aircraft structural health monitor sensor in [29], which takes  
63 × 32 mm2. The power consumption of these embedded microsensors ranges from 
microwatts to milliwatts, with the highest consuming 78 mW.  
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Table 1-1. Summary of embedded microsensor applications. 





5.8 mW 5.8 mm2 [11] 
5.9 mW 4.9 × 3.3 mm2 [12] 
13.5 mW 27.3 mm2 [15] 
Intraocular aid 
– 4 × 1.5 mm2 [21] 
180 µW 6.76 mm2 [1] 
Blood flow monitoring 12.6 µW 0.5 × 3.3 mm2 [42] 
Glucose monitoring 200 µW 4.2 mm2 [10] 
Blood pressure 
monitoring 
300 µW 2.2 × 2.2 mm2 [9] 









2.9 mW – [28] 
78 mW 63 × 32 mm2 [29] 
Environment 
Sensing 
Pressure, humidity and 
temperature sensing 
341µW 32 mm3 [35] 
Humidity sensing 1.39 mW 4.8 mm2 [43] 
Pressure monitoring 
33 mW 1 cm3 [38] 






– 2.9 × 2.7 mm2 [40] 




1.2 Powering Embedded Microsensors 
1.2.1 Energy Storage 
Lifetime is one of the biggest challenges for embedded microsensors. Battery technology 
has gone through a long way during the past decades [44]. However, the energy density is 
still relatively low compared to the fast-growing demand. Among all battery types, the 
lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are the most popular due to their high energy density and 
mature manufacturing technology [45, 46]. The energy density of Li-ion batteries can be 
as high as 110-175 Wh/kg [45]. With this density, a 1-gram Li-ion battery can supply a 100 
µW microsensor up to 73 days. While a 73-day lifetime is quite enough for consumer 
electronics, it is insufficient for many embedded microsensor applications. Replacing the 
battery in biomedical implants require surgery, which is both costly and painful for the 
patients or the lab animals. Replacing the batteries in structural health monitoring 
microsensors can be costly too, as they are often deployed in large quantities at places 
difficult to reach [27, 29, 33, 47, 48].  
To extend the lifetime of the embedded microsensor, the onboard battery needs to 
be replenished. As the batteries on the embedded microsensors are tiny, they deplete easily 
and requires recharging from time to time. Most Li-ion batteries can fully recharge up to 
1000 cycles before the battery capacity severely deteriorates [45, 49, 50]. However, this 
may still be insufficient. For many biomedical implants, the energy source is not always 
available, the implants need to take every chance to recharge their battery to ensure robust 
operation. Frequent recharging severely reduces the battery’s capacity.  
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The alkaline battery, commonly found in household and commercial applications, 
provides a cheaper alternative to the Li-ion battery. An alkaline battery uses the chemical 
reaction between the negative electrode (often zinc) and the alkaline to generate electrical 
charges.  The energy density of an alkaline battery is typically lower than that of Li-ion at 
50–120 Wh/kg [51]. Note not all alkaline batteries are designed for rechargeable use. 
However, some reported state-of-the-art alkaline batteries can recharge up to 6000 cycles 
[52, 53]. Zinc-carbon battery is another commonly used battery. Compared to the alkaline 
battery, the zinc-carbon battery’s energy density is even lower at 85 Wh/kg [54]. However, 
the zinc-carbon battery is non-rechargeable, which limits its applications in embedded 
microsensors.  
In terms of recharge cycles, the supercapacitor is much superior. The supercapacitor 
can recharge 20,000 to 100,000 times without significant capacitance degradation [55, 56], 
which is up to 100 times better than the Li-on battery. The graphene-based supercapacitor 
in [56] reports an energy density of 10 Wh/kg, which is an order of magnitude less than the 
Li-ion battery. The main drawback of the supercapacitor is its leakage. A charged 
supercapacitor can lose 60% of the voltage in a day [57].  
A simple capacitor can be an energy storage as well. Ceramic capacitors often use 
multilayers to increase the capacitance per package, as shown in Figure 1-4 [58]. A state-
of-the-art multilayer ceramic capacitor (Murata GRM31CD80J107ME39_) can pack 100 
µF of capacitance into 3.2 × 1.6 × 1.6 mm3 of space. However, the energy density of the 
capacitor is very low (2–10 Wh/kg [59]) compared to other forms energy storage. Recharge 
cycles of capacitor are practically unlimited for embedded microsensor applications. 
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Capacitors in 60 Hz AC systems charges and discharges millions of times a year, which 
far exceeds the requirement of embedded microsensor applications. 
 
Figure 1-4. Multilayer ceramic capacitor. 







Li-ion Battery 110-175 [45] ~1000 [45, 49, 50] – 
Alkaline Battery 50–120 [51] ~6000 [52, 53] – 
Zinc-Carbon 85 [54] Non-rechargeable 
Not suitable for 
microsensor applications 




Low energy density 
Table 1-2 summarizes and compares energy density and recharge cycles of different 
energy storage. Capacitors and supercapacitors have the highest recharge cycles but low 
energy density. Therefore, they are suitable for applications where energy storage needs to 
be recharged frequently. Li-ion and rechargeable alkaline batteries, on the other hand, have 
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high energy density but low recharge cycles. They are suitable for applications where a 
single charge needs to last for hours or days. Non-rechargeable alkaline and zinc-carbon 
batteries are not suitable for embedded microsensor applications. 
1.2.2 Harvesting Ambient Energy 
To recharge the microsensor’s battery, an energy source is required. The charging needs to 
be wireless, as charging through a cable defeats the purpose of the embedded operation. 
One option is to harvest energy from the ambiance, such as light, motion, and temperature 
difference.  
Energy from light can be converted to electrical charges via a photovoltaic cell. 
Under direct sunlight, the converted power density can be as high as 3 W/cm2 [60]. Under 
the indoor condition, the power density number drops to 0.5–1 mW/cm2 [61]. Although the 
indoor power density is much lower compared to the outdoor, the power converted is still 
sufficiently high for microwatt microsensor applications in Table 1-1. Unfortunately, light 
is rarely available in many embedded microsensor applications. Biomedical implants are 
normally buried underneath the skin, so they hardly receive any light. Structural and 
environment monitoring sensors are often embedded in the materials or buried in the earth, 
so light is unavailable neither.  
Motion is another harvestable ambient energy source. Motion energy can be 
converted to electric charge using a piezoelectric converter [47, 62-64], a magnetic 
harvester [65-67], or an electrostatic harvester [59, 68, 69]. Out of the three converting 
methods, the piezoelectric harvester usually outputs the highest power density up to 400 
µW [59]. Motion energy is available in some embedded microsensor applications. For 
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example, the blood flow monitoring sensor can utilize the energy carried in the blood pulse. 
Some structural health monitoring microsensors can utilize the energy in architecture 
vibration. However, for some other embedded microsensor applications, motion energy is 
scarce. The environment monitoring microsensors in [35] are buried in soil and can hardly 
retrieve any motion energy. Also, biomedical implants such as the vision and intraocular 
sensors [1, 12, 19, 21, 41] are exposed to little motion energy. For embedded microsensor 
applications where little to no motion energy is available, an alternative energy source is 
needed. 





(in 1cm2 or cm3) 
Challenges 
Light Photovoltaic 
Outdoor: < 3W  [60] 
Indoor: 0.5–1 mW [61] 
Not available for 
many applications 
Motion 
Piezoelectric < 400 µW [59] 
Only available for 
some applications 
Magnetic 1–100 µW [59] 




10–100 nW [59] Low power density 
Thermal Seebeck 1–6 µW 
[70] Low power density 
Besides light and motion, energy can be harvested from other energy sources as 
well. Cellular and WiFi radiation carries power that can be harvested. However, the RF 
signal is normally weak and the harvested power is often low in nanowatt range [59]. The 
temperature difference can also generate power. Using the Seebeck effect, a thermoelectric 
generator converts a temperature difference into a voltage source [71]. However, the 
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converted power is low in density. With a 5–10 K temperature difference, the converted 
power density is only 1–6 µW/cm2 [70].  
Table 1-3 summarizes and compares the possible ambient energy sources for 
embedded microsensors. The power density from RF generators and thermoelectric 
generators are too low for most embedded microsensor applications. The outdoor light 
provides the highest power density up to a few watts. However, light is rarely available in 
an embedded environment. The motion energy generates moderate power density (< 400 
µW), which is enough for some applications. However, motion energy is not always 
available. To expand the application space of embedded microsensors, an alternative 
energy source is necessary. 
1.2.3 Wireless Power Transfer 
When the ambient energy is not available, the only option left is to recharge the battery 
wirelessly using a dedicated source. Transmitting power wirelessly over a long distance 
often involves using either a pair of inductively-coupled coils [72-75] or RF antennas [76, 
77]. Although power can also be transferred via capacitive coupling, the power 
transmission distance is often as short as a few millimeters [78, 79], which is impractical 
for most embedded microsensor applications.  
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Transmitter Coil
iT   
BT
 
Figure 1-5. Inductively coupled coils for wireless power transfer 
Inductively coupled power transfer utilizes a pair of coils to transfer power [80]. 
The transmitting coil LT in Figure 1-5 runs an AC current iT and generates a changing 
magnetic field BT in the nearby space. The receiving coil LR captures the magnetic flux 
that LT emits and induces an electromotive force (EMF) voltage vE. A power receiver 
extracts power from vE to charge the energy storage.  
Figure 1-6 shows a typical inductively powered embedded microsensor system. 
The transmitting coil LT inductively couples an EMF voltage vE(R) on the receiving coil LR. 
The power receiver conditions and rectifies the inductor current iL to charge up the energy 
storage vB. which supplies the microsystem’s components, such as sensors, amplifiers, 
DSPs, wireless communication, etc. Out of all system components, the wireless 
communication block often consumes the highest power [24]. Combining the receiver and 
supply stages into one stage is possible and can improve efficiency when the load is active 
[81-84]. However, most embedded microsensors are heavily duty-cycled to conserve 
energy [24]. Eliminating the intermediate energy storage vB means the power received 










































Figure 1-6. Inductively coupled wireless power transfer for embedded microsystems. 
Powering embedded microsensors using a pair of inductively coupled coils is 
challenging for several reasons. First, the stringent size constraint in many embedded 
microsensor applications requires the receiver coil to be tiny. These tiny coils, often in 
millimeter-scale, measure only a fraction of the power transmission distance. So the power 
transmission radial distance is large. As a result, the tiny coils often couple only millivolts, 
from which drawing sufficient power is difficult. Also, because of their tiny size, the 
receiver coils are resistive, so the ohmic loss on the coil is high, limiting the maximum 
power the receiver can draw. Finally, although increasing the transmitting power avails 
more power to the receiver. The maximum transmitting power is limited by the safety 
standard. IEEE Standard for Safety Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Electric, 
Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Field, 0 Hz to 300 GHz [85] specifies the safe magnetic 
field levels for the human brain, limbs, and whole body. 
The RF wireless transfer [86-94], on the other hand, uses a pair of antennae to 
transfer power. In an RF system, a power amplifier drives the transmitting antenna that 
radiates PT, as Figure 1-7 shows. The receiver captures a fraction of PT. A matching 
network minimizes the reflection power on the receiving antenna, so PO is maximum. The 
current from the receiving antenna is rectified to charge vB. A dedicated RF power transfer 
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system does not require data communication blocks such as the modulator, demodulator, 
or mixers. 








Figure 1-7. RF wireless power transfer system. 
Both inductively coupled and RF can transfer power wirelessly. When the power 
transmission distance is long, the inductively coupled power decays with distance to the 
power of 6, while RF power decays quadratically with distance. So, RF power is higher. 
When the power transmission distance is short, the inductively coupled power receiver 
theoretically can receive all the power the transmitter avails. On the other hand, RF power 
always radiates into space. So, at a shorter distance, inductively coupled power is higher. 
A more detailed quantitative comparison between the two wireless technologies will be 




Table 1-4 compares different energy source options for embedded microsensor 
applications. The first option is to use energy storage, such as a battery or a supercapacitor 
to supply the microsensor system. The power density of these energy storage is practically 
unlimited for the targeted applications, as most embedded microsensors require only 
microwatts to milliwatts of power, according to the summary in Table 1-1. However, the 
energy density of these energy storage is limited. The Li-ion battery has the highest energy 
density of 110-175 Wh/kg. But still, a 1-gram Li-thion battery can supply a 100 µW 
microsensor up to 73 days. Replacing the battery can be costly or even impractical in some 
cases. Therefore, the second option is to harvest ambient energy, such as light or motion, 
to recharge the energy storage. Although some energy harvesting methods generate 
moderate to high power, the harvestable energy source is not always available is an 
embedded environment. So with the absence of ambient energy source, the only option left 
is to transfer power wirelessly via a pair of inductively coupled coils or RF antennae. In 
the near field (up to a few radial distances), the inductively coupled power is higher as it 
does not emit power into space. However, in the far-field, the inductively coupled power 
decays 3 times faster than the RF. So RF is more suitable for far-field applications [95]. 
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Density     









~1000 cycles [45, 49, 50] 
Alkaline Battery 50–120 [51] ~6000 cycles [52, 53] 
Zinc-Carbon 
Battery 
85 [54] Non-rechargeable 
Super-capacitor 10 [56] 
20,000–100,000 cycles; 
High leakage. 







< 3W  [60] 
Source rarely available 
Photovoltaic 
(Indoor) 
0.5–1 mW [62] 
Piezoelectric < 400 µW [59] 
Source not always 
available 
Magnetic 1–100 µW [59] 
Electrostatic 1–100 µW [59] 
WiFi or Cellular 10–100 nW [59] Low power density 
Thermal 1–6 µW 









distance       
and source 
Requires nearby source. 
Power decays 3 times 
faster than RF in the far 
field. 
RF Radiation 
Requires nearby source. 
Loses power into space in 





CHAPTER 2. INDUCTIVELY COUPLED POWER TRANSFER 
2.1 Inductive Coupling 
When the transmitter coil in Figure 2-1 flows a current iT, it generates a magnetic field in 
the nearby space, according to Ampère’s Law. To generated magnetic field can be 
quantitatively determined by integrating each infinitesimal length of coil’s magnetic effect 











Here r  in Eq. (2.1) is the vector from the infinitesimal length of the coil  dl  to the point 
to be measured, and r  is the length of r . µC is the permeability of the medium. For most 
embedded microsensor applications, to maximize the coupling, the coils are often aligned 
in the center like in Figure 2-1 and the transmitting coil’s radius rT is often much larger 
than rR of the receiving coil.  With these assumptions, the magnetic field passes the receiver 















where NT is the number of turns in the transmitter coil. When the distance dX is much 
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Figure 2-1. Inductively coupled receiver coil generates an EMF voltage. 
To validate the BT calculation in Eq. (2.2), the magnetic field generated by a 250-
turn, 4.3 cm diameter coil is simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics FEM tool. Figure 2-2 
shows the simulated BT of a half cross-sectional plane that is perpendicular to the coil. The 
color in Figure 2-2 represents BT’s magnitude while the lines show BT’s direction. The 
simulated BT strength along the dX axle is compared with the calculation in Figure 2-3. 
Below 5.6 dT  of distance, the calculation from Eq. (2.2) matches the simulated results 
within ±3% error. Beyond that, due to the dynamic range limit of the simulation, the error 
increases to ±10%. 
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Figure 2-2. COMSOL simulated cross-sectional magnetic field near the transmitter coil. 




































IT = 410 mA
dH = 2 mm
 
Figure 2-3. Calculated and simulated magnetic field along dX. 
The receiver coil in Figure 2-1 captures the magnetic flux that the transmitter coil 
emits. According to the Faraday’s Law, the changing magnetic flux that goes through the 
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When the power transmission distance dX is much larger than the transmitter radius rT, 







 . (2.6) 
The self-inductance of an inductor is defined by the magnetic flux a unit current can 
generate from its inductor, so for the transmitter and receiver coil: 
 
T T TL i = , (2.7) 
 
R R TL i = . (2.8) 
The mutual inductance MC, on the other hand, is the magnetic flux that a unit current can 
generate from another inductor: 
 
TR C RM i = , (2.9) 
 
RT C TM i = , (2.10) 
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Note the mutual inductance MC in Eq. (2.9) and Eq. (2.10) are the same [97]. This means 
with the same current iR and iT, the transmitter generates as much magnetic flux on the 
receiver as the receiver generates on the transmitter. The coupling factor kC indicates, on 
geometric average, how much generated magnetic reaches the other coil, both from the 
transmitter to the receiver, and from the receiver to the transmitter: 
 CRT TR
C




   
= =  
   
, (2.11) 
Since the captured magnetic flux is always a fraction of the emitted magnetic flux, kC <1. 
2.2 Circuit Model 
Figure 2-4 shows the circuit model of an inductively coupled power system. An AC source 
vS with source resistance RS drives current to the transmitting coil LT. According to the 
maximum power transfer theorem [98], to deliver the maximum power to LT, the reactive 
components of the source and load must be equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. For 







cancels that of LT 
( )T OjL  . Or more intuitively, as CT and LT resonate at vS’ frequency fO, the resonation 
amplifies the LT’s current iT to its maximum. So the power to LT is also maximum. The 
effective series resistance of LT is RT at fO. The resonating current iT couples a closed-loop 












The induced EMF voltage is reciprocal: when the receiver is closed-circuited, the 
receiver current iR also induces an EMF voltage vE(T) on the transmitter side. Similarly, the 










Similar to the transmitter, the receiver also uses a resonate capacitor CR to maximizes the 
power to the load ZL.  
The circuit model in Figure 2-4 is a complete and symmetrical model in a closed-
form. However, the transmitter’s IV and the receiver’s IV are interrelated by (2.12) and 
(2.13), which makes the analysis complicated and unintuitive. An alternative approach is 
to decouple the transmitter and receiver by replacing the coupling with their equivalent 














Figure 2-4. Circuit model of an inductively coupled power transfer system. 
First, let’s look at the transmitter. As the receiver draws power from the transmitting 
source, it “loads” the transmitter as an effective impedance ZEQE(R), as Figure 2-5 shows. 
The model in Figure 2-5 omits the resonant capacitor CT and inductor LR as they cancel 
out at fO. Apply the Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) to the transmitter in Figure 2-4 gives: 
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Figure 2-5. Equivalent transmitter model. 
Replacing the vE(T) with Eq. (2.13) gives: 
 ( ) RS T S T C
di
v i R R M
dt
= + + . (2.15) 
Since the system works on a single frequency fO, converting the equation into phasor form 
simplifies the analysis: 
 ( )S T S T O C RV I R R j M I= + +  . (2.16) 
Again, from the receiver circuit in Figure 2-4, iR can be expressed as: 
 E(R) O C T
R
R L R L
v j M I
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The transmitter’s effect on the receiver is different. As the receiver draws power from the 
transmitter, it “loads” the transmitter and lowers iT. As a result, the EMF voltage vE(R), 
coupled back on the receiver is lower. Therefore, the transmitter’s impact on the receiver 
is like a source resistance to the coupled voltage source: higher iR causes higher voltage 
drop from the induced open-circuit voltage vE, so the closed-circuit vE(R) is lower. Figure 
2-5 shows the equivalent decoupled model of the receiver circuit. The coupled resistance 









Figure 2-6. Equivalent receiver model. 
One way to derive the open-circuit voltage vE and equivalent RE is to apply the KVL and 
KCL to the circuit in Figure 2-4. The coupled vE(R) can be expressed in phasor form as: 
 
E(R) O C TV j M I=  . (2.20) 
The transmitting current iT can be expressed as: 
 S E(T) S O C R
T
S T S T
V V V j M I
I





Replacing the IT in Eq. (2.20) with Eq. (2.21) yields: 
 
2 2
S O C R S O C
E(R) O C O C R
S T S T S T
V j M I V M
V j M j M I
R R R R R R
     −  
=  =  +     
+ + +     
. (2.22) 
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Comparing Eq. (2.22) with 
 
E(R) E E RV V R I= + . (2.23) 























The second way of derivation is more intuitive. When the receiver circuit is open-circuited, 
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. (2.26) 
The coupled voltage vE and resistance RE represent the power limit from the transmitter. 
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which yields the same result as Eq. (2.28). 
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The circuit models in Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6 greatly simplify the analysis as they 
decouple the transmitter and the receiver. The next section of this chapter will show how 
the decoupled models can help predict the maximum power point (MPP) of the circuit. 
2.3 Maximum Power Point 
Power systems are often optimized for two goals, maximum efficiency point (MPE) and 
MPP. MPE is often designed to conserve energy and reduce heat dissipation. Since most 
embedded microsensors, as summarized in Table 1-1, consume only microwatts to 
milliwatts, energy conservation or heat dissipation is not among the top priorities. Rather, 
most embedded microsensors need maximum power to expand the functionality as well as 
improve power robustness. Therefore, most inductively coupled power transfer for 
embedded microsensors are designed for MPP instead of MPE.  
In an inductively coupled power transfer system, ZL in Figure 2-6 represents the power 
receiver. The key to drawing max power from LR is that the receiver “load match” the 


















Radial distance dR normalizes the power transmission distance with the transmitter and 







= . (2.30) 
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At dR << 1, the coils are closely coupled. The receiver heavily loads the transmitter, so RE 
>> RR. The receiver circuit model reduces to that in Figure 2-7.  In this case, the maximum 























Figure 2-7. Equivalent receiver circuit when closely coupled. 
















which does not scale with distance dX. Another explanation for (2.32) is that, when the 
coils are closely coupled, maximum receiver power is limited by the maximum transmitter 

















However, when the radial distance dR >> 1, the coils are loosely coupled. The receiver 
barely loads the transmitter, so RE << RR. The equivalent receiver circuit reduces to the 
circuit in Figure 2-8. In this case, the maximum power the receiver can draw is limited by 

























Figure 2-8. Equivalent receiver circuit when loosely coupled. 
The PO(MAX) expression in Eq. (2.29) is intuitive. However, the PO(MAX)’s variable 
dependence is not clear in this equation, as vE, RE, and RR depend on many variables such 
as kC, LT, LR, fO, RT, etc. The quality factor Q represents one or a group of components’ 
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From Eq. (2.38), it is clear that PO(MAX) depends on the available power of the transmitter, 





 , PO(MAX) does not scale with kC: 
 







 , PO(MAX) drops quadratically with kC: 
 2
O(MAX) C T R E(MAX)P k Q Q P . (2.40) 
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Figure 2-9. Maximum receiver power as a function of kC
2
. 
The alternative expression of PO(MAX) in Eq. (2.38) also provides a more quantitative 













 . Figure 2-9 plots the maximum receiver power as 
a function of kC
2. In the closely coupled the region, PO(MAX) curve stays flat, as it is capped 
by the transmitting source. In the loosely coupled region, PO(MAX) drops 10 dB/dec, as it 
drops quadratically with kC. 
2.4 MPP Power Receiver 
2.4.1 Ideality Index 
The previous section of the chapter derives the maximum receiver power PO(MAX). 
However, the derived PO(MAX) is only a theoretical maximum. The maximum power any 
real receiver can output at MPP (PO(MPP)) is always lower than PO(MAX) for several reasons. 
First, drawing the highest PO(MPP) requires the receiver to “load match” the vE’s source 
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resistance RE + RR. However, the receiver is not a resistor. The receiver needs to rectify 
the inductor current to charge up the energy storage. So the receiver is not a linear 
component. Second, the analysis in the previous section considers only conduction losses, 
whereas real receivers suffer from charge loss, quiescent loss and other losses as well. 
Finally, the receiver also has conduction loss, so the output power to the battery is always 
lower than PO(MAX). 
However, the theoretical maximum receiver power PO(MAX) provides a good 
reference point for receiver design. The maximum output power PO(MPP) is the key 
performance of the wireless power receiver. However, different wireless receivers’ PO(MPP) 
is not comparable, as PO(MPP) scales with the transmitter’s power and coupling. To assess 
the relative performance of the wireless charger, PO(MPP) needs to be normalized. The 








 = . (2.41) 
2.4.2 Boosting Drawn Power 
The maximum power point theory in the previous section concludes that to deliver the 
highest power, the receiver must “load match” vE’s source impedance. That means the 
receiver’s resistive impedance needs to match RE + RR, and its reactive impedance needs 
to cancel ( )T OjL  . However, this guideline is impractical for receiver design, as the power 
receiver is not a passive element, but an active, nonlinear, switched circuit that rectifies the 
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inductor current to charge up the energy storage. The rest of this section discusses how to 
operate the receiver so it mimics the effect of a matched passive load. 
Figure 2-10 shows the power model of an inductively coupled power system. The 
voltage of across the power receiver is vR. To understand how vE in Figure 2-10 generates 
power, first consider shorting the power receiver so vR = 0. This way, vE's sinusoid across 
LR produces a current iL(0) in  that is 90° out of phase. This is because vE's positive half-
cycles raise iL and vE's negative half-cycles reduce iL about a 0-mA median. vE and iL(0) are 
therefore both positive and both negative half the time and opposite polarities the other 






















Figure 2-10. Power model of the inductively coupled power system. 
The only way to net output power is to reduce the phase difference between vE and 
iL . Luckily, applying a receiver voltage vR at the beginning of vE's positive half-cycle like 
Figure 2-11 shows at 0 μs energizes LR quicker to a higher peak iL so that applying a 
negative voltage after that can help reduce iL to zero at the end of the half-cycle. Similarly, 
applying a negative vR when the negative half-cycle begins at 0.5 μs energizes LR to a 
lower peak iL so that impressing a positive voltage after that can help raise iL to zero at the 
end of the half-cycle. When balanced this way, vE and iL are in phase (with the same 
polarity), so vE only sources power.  
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Figure 2-11. Simulated waveforms with and without receiver voltage vR. 
If the system is lossless, vR recovers the power that vE delivers with iL. In other 
words, vER ultimately receives what vE produces. And since a higher vR raises iL to an even 
higher peak, higher vR's can draw more power from vE. This is why vR1's 100 mV, vR2's 
200 mV, and vR3's 400 mW in  Figure 2-11 draw 12, 38, and 61 μW, respectively. Applying 
high alternating high voltage vR across LR boosts PE. 
2.4.3 Maximizing Receiver Power 
Although PE in Figure 2-10 grows indefinitely with higher vR, in reality, LR’s ESR RR limits 
how much power the LR can output (PL). This is because, as iL continues to rise, the 
quadratically growing conduction loss on RR (PR) eventually outgrows the power drawn 
from vE. As shows, before vR reaches vMPP0, PO grows with vR as higher voltage boosts 
damping force. Past vMPP0, PO drops as the conduction loss negates the drawn power gain, 
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as Figure 2-12 shows. LR’s output power maximizes at vMPP0 when the receiver’s damping 
force balances the drawn power gain and the conduction loss. The receiver’s breakdown 
voltage also limits how much vR can be applied and, thus, LR’s output power. So, the coil’s 
output power is both loss- and breakdown-limited. 
kC = 0.004
fO = 12.5 MHz
LR = 4 uH
RR = 7.85 Ω































Figure 2-12. Simulated receiver power as a function of vR. 
To sum up, to maximize the receiver power PL, the receiver must impress an 
alternating voltage vR across the receiver coil LR. Besides, the impressed voltage vR’s 
magnitude must be right at its optimal value. This way, the receiver mimics the effect of a 
matched passive load and the receiver power PL is close to PO(MAX). 
2.5 Research Objective 
Therefore, the objective of this research is to evaluate, design, build, test, and assess an 
inductively coupled CMOS power receiver for embedded microsensors with the highest 
ideality index ηI possible. Or in other words, the receiver’s output power at MPP (PO(MPP)) 
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should be as close to its theoretical maximum PO(MAX) as possible. Achieving high ηI is 
challenging. First, coupling in these applications is very weak because the separation 
between the transmitter and receiver coils far exceeds the radius of the coils. Such a tiny, 
weakly coupled, and often misaligned receiver coil only couples millivolts, so drawing 
power is difficult. Applying a high voltage boosts coil current and, in consequence, outputs 
more power, but only to the extent that the circuit’s breakdown voltage allows. Plus, tiny 
coils are so resistive that ohmic losses also constrain output power. This research, therefore, 
proposes to study how breakdown voltage and losses limit output power, and under those 
conditions, how a receiver can output the highest power possible. With this understanding, 
the research will then explore and develop a low-loss CMOS power receiver with a 
microwatt controller that can operate the system so output power is maximally high. The 
ultimate goal is to build a power-receiver system that can draw and output more power than 
the state of the art, and that way, expand the functionality, life, and application space of 
emerging biomedical implants and structurally embedded microsensors. 
To achieve this objective, the first step is to assess and identify the best receiver 
power stage that outputs the highest power with the least breakdown limit and fewest 
components. For this, Chapter 3 reviews and assesses the state-of-the-art power receivers 
in terms of their power, breakdown limitation, and compactness. Chapter 4 proposes a 
switched resonant half-bridge power receiver that outputs up to 85% of PO(MAX) without 
breakdown constraint. After identifying the best power stage, the second step is to develop 
a theory that predicts the best settings at which the receiver can output the highest PO(MPP). 
For this, Chapter 5 proposed an MPP theory that is 98.75% accurate in predicting the MPP 
settings. The final step is to address the practical challenges in the controller design. For 
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this, Chapter 6 presents a microwatt controller that synchronizes the operation of the 




CHAPTER 3. THE STATE OF THE ART IN POWER RECEIVERS 
The state-of-the-art inductively coupled power receivers can be categorized into four types: 
resonant power receiver, multiplying charge pump, switched bridge, and switched resonant 
bridge. This chapter discusses and compares the four types of power receivers in terms of 
their operations, compactness, loss-limited maximum output power, breakdown 
limitations, and other limitations. 
3.1 Resonant Bridge 
3.1.1 Resonant Full-bridge 
A. Operation 
The basic concept of a resonant power receiver is to use the LC oscillation voltage as the 
alternating high voltage vR across the receiver coil to maximizes the receiver power 
PL(MAX). The resonant full-bridge [10, 12, 34, 82, 83, 100-104] in Figure 3-1 is composed 
of an LC resonant tank (LR, CR) and a full-bridge circuit. LR and CR are tuned to resonate 
at the transmitter frequency fO. This way, the inductor current iL is always in-phase with 
the coupled voltage vE. As a result, during the startup, vE constantly sources power into 




















Figure 3-1. The resonant full-bridge power receiver. 
Once vC grows beyond the rectified voltage vREC, diodes DO
+ and DG
+ conduct and 
clamp vC to vREC for tREC
+, as the waveform in Figure 3-2 shows. During the clamped time, 
the inductor current iL is redirected by DO
+ and DG
+ to charge the rectified capacitor CREC. 
So the energy in the LC tank is transferred to CREC. Similarly, as vC drops below –vREC, 
diodes DO
– and DG
– conduct to clamp vC at –vREC and charge CREC in the opposite direction. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, to maximize PO(MAX), the voltage across LR (vC in the 
resonant full-bridge) needs to be regulated at its optimal level. For this purpose, an MPP 

















CR = 40.5 pF
vREC   VBD 
LR = 4 µH
fO = 12.5 MHz
 
Figure 3-2. Waveform of the resonant full-bridge. 
B. Power 
Since vE in far applications is often dwarfed vC, the energy that LC tank takes (from vE) 
and gives (to CREC) every cycle is a negligible part of the energy being exchanged between 
LR and CR. So, LR’s peak energy EL(PK) approximately matches CR’s peak energy EC(PK) : 
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 . (3.2) 
When the coupled voltage vE is low, the clamped time tREC
+ and tREC
–. As a result, 
the vC and iL waveforms can be approximated as sinusoidal waveforms. With the in-phase 
iL and vE(R), The power vE sources can be calculated by integrating the voltage and current 
over a cycle TO: 
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The resonant full-bridge’s maximum receiver power PL(MAX) is the same as the 
theoretical maximum receiver power derived in Eq. (2.37). This is based on the 
approximation that iL and vC’s waveforms are sinusoidal. When the coupling is higher, the 
clamped time tREC
+ and tREC
– become a significant portion of the period TO, so PO(MAX) is 
slightly less than the theory’s prediction. 
 
Figure 3-3. Comparator based PMOS and NMOS switches. 
For low-voltage and low-power power receivers, the voltage drop on the diodes in 
the resonant full-bridge causes significant conduction loss. The diodes are often 
implemented as a comparator based MOSFET switch, as shown in Figure 3-3 to reduce the 
voltage drop to millivolts [82-84, 105-108]. The ground diodes or the output diodes can be 
replaced with a pair of gate cross-coupled transistors to save area and power [84, 105, 106, 
109], like Figure 3-4 shows. As vC swings above vREC, the gate voltage of MG
+ is high, so 
MG
+ turns on. Similarly, as vC swings below –vREC, the gate voltage of MG
– is high, so MG
– 
turns on. So MG
+ and MG
– turn on and off the same way as DG
+ and DG























For max power, the MPP buffer in Figure 3-1 needs to regulate vREC at 0.5QRvE(PK). 
However, as vE(PK) gets higher, 0.5QRvE(PK) may exceed the CMOS circuit’s breakdown 
VBD. Since all DO
+ and DO
– both see vREC, the MPP buffer can no longer regulate vREC to 
its optimal value but to VBD. In other words, the maximum voltage across the LR (vC in this 
case) is limited to VBD.  
3.1.2 Resonant Half-bridge 
A. Operation 
CR in the resonant half-bridge of Figure 3-5 similarly produces a voltage vC that keeps iL 
and vE in-phase. The induced vE, as a result, constantly sources power to the LC tank and 
boosts the oscillation. As vC oscillates beyond vREC, millivolts diode DREC conducts to steer 





































fO = 12.5 MHz
LR = 4 µH
CR = 40.5 pF
 
Figure 3-6. Waveform of the resonant half-bridge. 
B. Power 
Compared to the resonant full-bridge, the resonant half-bridge’s vC is not clamped above 
zero, as Figure 3-6 shows. However, for most embedded microsensor applications, the 
coupled voltage vE is low in millivolts. As a result, the energy vE sourced to LC tank each 
cycle is much smaller than the energy being exchanged between LR and CR. So the negative 
vC(PK) is close to –vREC. Similarly, the vC and iL waveforms can be approximated as 
sinusoidal waveforms. The PE calculation for the resonant full-bridge in (3.3) and (3.4) is 
still valid for the resonant half-bridge. For the same reason, the conduction loss PR 
calculation is the same as the resonant full-bridge as well. As both resonant full-bridge and 
resonant half draw the same PE from vE, and lose the same PR on RR and RE, their maximum 
receiver power PO(MAX) is about the same. This may sound counter-intuitive at first glance, 
as the resonant full-bridge draws power twice in a cycle, which is twice as frequent as the 
resonant half-bridge. However, each time the half-bridge transfers energy accumulated in 
a full cycle, while the full-bridge only transfers energy accumulated in a half-cycle. As a 
result, their PO(MAX) is about the same. 
C. Limits 
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Compared to the resonant full-bridge, the resonant half-bridge uses only one switche DREC 
and is thus more compact. However, this simplification also brings two disadvantages. 
First, as the waveform in Figure 3-6 shows, as there is no ground diode that clamps vC at 
the ground, vC can swing below zero. As DREC sees the negative swing of vC, the circuit 
requires a negative supply to bias the body of the FETs to prevent the body diode from 
turning on. This adds area and complexity to the circuitry. Second, since DREC sees vC’s 
full swing, the maximum voltage across LR is limited to half of the VBD. This means the 
breakdown limit is only half as high as the resonant full-bridge. Similar to the resonant 
full-bridge, the damping voltage across LR is vC. For MPP, an extra MPP buffer stage is 
required to regulate vREC at its optimal value.  
3.2 Multiplying Charge Pump 
The multiplying charge pump [7, 17, 88, 94, 105, 110-114] in Figure 3-7 uses capacitors 
to transfer energy. A multiplying charge pump consists of one or more stages. Similar to 
the resonant bridge and the resonant half-bridge, the multiplying charge pump uses a 
resonant capacitor CR to generate oscillation. During the negative half-cycle of the 
oscillation voltage vC, DG1
– of Figure 3-7 turns on to charge CC1
+ to vC(PK). For the next 
half-cycle, the positive vC stacks on top of CC1
+. tIdeally, each stage raises the output 
voltage by 2vC(PK). In reality, the parasitic capacitance and output loads the circuit and 
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Figure 3-7. Multiplying charge pump. 
LR’s conduction loss limits the multiplying charge pump as much as it limits the 
resonant bridge or the resonant half-bridge. So LR can output as much as power as the 
resonant power receivers when loss-limited. However, the power LR outputs dissipates as 
heat as current flows through the diodes, so the power that reaches vON is lower. Although 
replacing the bridge circuit with a fully cross-coupled bridge reduces the diode loss, it 
increases the loss due to reverse current [91]. Moreover, the multiplying charge pump is 
also more breakdown-limited than the resonant power receivers. As vON amplifies vC(PK), 
the damping voltage vC is limited to a fraction of vBD. Finally, an N-stage charge pump 
requires 3N+1 capacitors and 4N switches, costing more silicon real estate. 
3.3 Switched Bridge 
3.3.1 Non-Investing Switched Bridge 
A. Operation 
The switched bridge does not use resonance to provide the damping voltage. Instead, the 
bridge circuit in Figure 3-8 connects LR to the battery periodically to provide the damping 
voltage vR. Figure 3-9 shows the waveforms of the non-investing switched bridge. Starting 
at zero iL (at ~20 ns), since both switches SG
+ and SG
– close, the voltage across LR is vE. So 
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the positive vE energizes iL in the positive direction till vE’s polarity flips. Then the ground 
switch SG
– opens, the energy built up in LR is transferred to the battery vB through DO
+. For 
the next half-cycle, the negative vE, energizes iL in the opposite direction till vE’s polarity 
flips again. Then the ground switch SG
+ opens, the energy built up in LR is transferred to 
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Figure 3-9. Waveforms of the non-investing switched bridge. 
B. Power & Limits 
As vB is often much higher than the induced voltage vE, the energy transfer time τD
+(τD
–) 
is a negligible portion of the cycle. So the peak inductor current iL(PK) can be derived from 
the voltage across LR over half-cycle: 
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 The receiver power PL of the non-investing switched bridge is not a function of 
battery voltage. The non-investing switched bridge’s PL is only a 16/πQR(<<1) fraction of 
that of a resonant half/full-bridge. This is because, although the voltage across LR vR can 
be as high as vB, its duration is short. As a result, the averaged vR magnitude is low. With 
vB, the time τD

























The average vR magnitude in the non-investing switched bridge is much lower than 
the optimal vR for MPP (0.5QRvE(PK)). As a result, the receiver power PL is very low. 
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Although the non-investing switched bridge does not require an MPP buffer stage, it 
requires a synchronizer circuit to turn off SG
– and SG
+ when iL peaks.  
3.3.2 Investing Switched Bridge 
A. Operation 
The non-investing switched bridge in Figure 3-10 outputs little power as the duty cycle of 
the battery connection is very small. The investing switched bridge [115, 116] replaces the 
output diodes with switches SO
+ and SO
–, as shown in Figure 3-10, so LR can connect to 


















Figure 3-10. The investing switched bridge power receiver. 
Figure 3-11 shows the waveforms of the investing switched bridge. During vE’s 
rising half-cycle, SG
– and SO
– close so vREC ramps up iL linearly to its peak iL(PK). During 
vE’s falling half-cycle, SG
+ and SO
+ close, so iL ramps down linearly with vE.  Since vE is 
small compared to vREC, iL’s waveform is almost triangular. 
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Figure 3-11. Waveforms of the investing switched bridge. 
B. Power 
The power sourced from PE can be calculated by integrated vE and iL over the positive vE 
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 . (3.18) 
Compared to the resonant power receivers, the investing switched bridge’s vE sources 27% 
more power. This is because, while the resonant bridge’s damping voltage is sinusoidal 
with peak limited to vREC, the investing switched bridge connects LR to vREC or –vREC all 
the time. So the averaged damping voltage and iL(PK) are higher. Higher iL(PK), however, 
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The receiver power PL is the difference between PE and PR: 
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which, similar to the resonant half/full-bridge, is a parabolic curve of vREC. So 
  
REC R E ( PK )
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= . (3.21) 
Combining the higher PE and higher PR, the maximum receiver power from LR is only 1.5% 
lower than the theoretical maximum PO(MAX) obtained in (2.29). The investing switched 





– see vREC, the maximum vREC that can be applied across LR is limited 
to VBD. 
C. Limits 
For MPP, the investing switched bridge also requires an MPP buffer stage to regulate the 
rectified voltage vREC so it is at is optimal level. However, the MPP buffer is necessary 
only when the battery voltage vB is lower than the optimal vREC. When vB is higher than 
0.387QRvE(PK), the investing switched bridge can adjust LR’s battery connection duty cycle 
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to reduce the average voltage across LR. The investing switched bridge also requires a 
synchronizer to turn on and turn off the switches when vE peaks and valleys. 
3.4 Switched Resonant Bridge 
3.4.1 Serially Drained Scheme 
A. Operation 
The switched resonant bridge in Figure 3-12 [117-122], like the resonant bridge, uses CR 
to keep vE and iL in-phase. However, unlike the resonant bridge, the circuit drains LC tank’s 
energy to vB in series. CR and LR, when tuned to resonate at fO, exchange and receive power 
from vE. As a result, vC(PK) grows from cycle to cycle until it reaches MPP. SR then opens 
for tON, like Figure 3-13 shows. The bridge connects the LC in series with vB and drains a 
portion of LC tank’s energy to charge up vB. By controlling tB, the bridge circuit drains just 














Figure 3-12. Serially drained switched resonant bridge power receiver. 
 Although the switched resonant bridge can transfer to vB every cycle, it does not 
have to. Transferring energy less frequently [122-124] can reduce the switching and gate 
drive loss. Figure 3-14 shows a switched resonant bridge that transfers energy every 5 
cycles. As switched resonant bridge skips energy transfer in the first 4 cycles, energy builts 
in the LC tank. On the 5th cycle, the bridge transfers the accumulated energy to vB. 
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Figure 3-13. Waveforms of the switched resonant bridge. 
tB


















Figure 3-14. Skipped operation of the serially drained switched resonant bridge. 
B. Power & Limits 
Since the voltage impressed on LR is sinusoidal, the switched resonant bridge’s LR can 
output as much power as a resonant bridge. A synchronizer senses iL peak and configures 
the switches synchronously. As the serially drained switched resonant bridge can control 
its damping voltage vC by adjusting tON, it does not require an additional MPP stage. So 





– are connected to either ground or vB, the maximum damping voltage vC(PK) 
is not limited to VBD. This means the circuit can reach MPP for a wider range of vE. 
3.4.2 Directly Drained Scheme  
A variation of the serially drained switched resonant bridge is the directly drained scheme 
[125], as shown in Figure 3-15. The circuit operates in two modes: When SC in Figure 3-15 
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connects, energy accumulates and exchanges between LR and CR. As a result, oscillation 
grows from cycle to cycle, as Figure 3-16 shows. When SC disconnects, SO connects and 




















Figure 3-16. Waveforms of the directly drained switched resonant bridge. 
Like the serially drained scheme, the directly drained scheme can adjust its damping 
voltage vC by controlling tON. Therefore, it does not require an extra MPP stage. However, 
compared to the serially drained switched resonant bridge, the variant circuit’s switches, 
SC and SO, see the oscillation voltage vC. Therefore, its damping voltage is limited to VBD. 
3.5 Comparison 
Figure 3-17 compares vE’s drawn power of different power receivers as a function of their 
damping voltage. To normalize the results, all power receivers use a 4 µH inductor with 
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7.85 Ω ESR at the operating frequency. Also, all power receivers operate at 12.5 MHz with 
150 mV of coupled vE. The rectified capacitor is much larger than CR, so vREC does not 
change instantaneously. The resonant full-bridge, the resonant half-bridge, and the 
switched resonant bridge all draws about the same PE. This agrees with the analysis in 3.1 
and 3.4. The investing switched bridge draws about 27% more power from vE, as the 
investing switched bridge connects LR to the highest vREC or –vREC all the time. The result 
also agrees with our analysis in 3.3.2. The non-investing switched bridge is excluded in 
this comparison, due to its significant power disadvantage. Although the investing 
switched bridge draws more power from vE, its simulated max receiver power PL(MAX) is 
about the same as the resonant bridges and the switched resonant bridges, as Figure 3-18 
shows. This is because the conduction loss PR in the investing switched bridge is also 
higher.  
kC = 0.004
fO = 12.5 MHz
LR = 4 uH
CR = 40.5 pF
CREC >> CR
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Figure 3-18. Simulated receiver power PL. 
Table 3-1 compares the state-of-the-art power receivers in terms of their power 
performance, breakdown limits, number of components and other limitations. The process 
of elimination is used to identify the best power receiver for targeted applications. The non-
investing switched bridge is first eliminated due to its significant power disadvantage. Its 
averaged damping voltage is much lower compared to other power receivers, so its max 
receiver power is low as well. Next, the multiplying charge pump is eliminated as it outputs 
no more power than the resonant bridges but requires far more components and is more 
breakdown limited. The resonant half-bridge is eliminated as well. Although it requires 
only one switch, it is twice breakdown limited as the resonant full-bridge. Plus, it requires 
a negative supply, which complicates the design and adds cost. Then directly drained 
switched resonant bridge is eliminated as well as its serially drained counterpart offers the 
same performance but has a much higher breakdown limit.  
Left are the resonant full-bridge, the investing switched bridge, and the serially 
drained switched resonant bridge. Among the three, the switched resonant bridge excels as 
it receives about the same power but requires no MPP buffer and has a much higher 
breakdown limit. The only challenge is the synchronizer that turns on and off the switches. 
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As will be discussed in CHAPTER 6, when properly designed, the loss from the 
synchronizing controller is only up to a few percentages of the output power. Therefore, 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 4. COMPACT SWITCHED-RESONANT HALF-BRIDGE 
As discussed in the previous chapters, Receiver coils in embedded microsensors are small 
and their transmitters are unpredictably distant and misaligned, so available power is low 
and variable. This chapter presents a 180-nm, 6.78-MHz switched resonant half-bridge that 
only uses two transistors with a transfer rate and duration that are both adjustable. This 
way, the prototype outputs 13%–85% of the 9.7–1580 μW that a 54.1-mm2 receiver coil 
avails when 13 to 38 mm apart from its source. This is up to 38% more power and with a 
25% smaller footprint than the best comparable receiver. 
4.1 Power Stage 
4.1.1 Operation 
The basic principle in resonant receivers [6] is that LR resonates with CR at vE's fO. This 
way, LR's current iL and vE are in phase, so vE supplies power across positive and negative 
half-cycles. LR and CR receive and exchange this incoming energy until the switching 
network drains the tank into vB. 
The deadtime logic in Figure 4-1inserts dead time between MG's and MO's 
conduction periods to keep MO and MG from inadvertently draining vB to ground. One 
minimum-sized gate and three inverters with transistors of increasing dimensions drive MG 
and MO. I1 and I2 are 2× larger than NAND and NOR gates, I3 and I4 are 4× larger than I1 
and I2, and I5 and I6 are 4× larger than I3 and I4. Although 3× is the optimal gain for the 
shortest propagation delay, a higher gain reduces the number of inverter stages and the 




























Figure 4-1. Proposed switched resonant half-bridge power receiver. 
In the receiver proposed in Figure 4-1, the ground NMOS transistor MG is normally 
on. So LR and CR receive and exchange the power that vE continually supplies as PE. As a 
result, CR's energy EC or 0.5CRvC
2 and voltage vC rise from cycle to cycle. Then MG opens 
and MO closes, so the energy accumulated in the LC tank is transferred to vB.  
4.1.2 Energy Transfer 
The receiver can transfer energy either every cycle or every few cycles. In Figure 4-2, the 
power receiver’s MG opens for 10 ns every cycle, so energy is transferred every cycle. As 
a result, each cycle’s vC(PK) remains the same. Figure 4-3 shows the waveforms of the 
skipping operation. MG opens for 37.5 ns after skipping NS cycles (6 cycles in Figure 4-3), 
MG opens and MO closes for 37.5 ns to partially drain the LRCR tank into vB. MO opens and 
MG closes after that. EC and vC grow again until the next time MO and MG partially drain 
the tank into vB. 
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Figure 4-2. Waveforms of the non-skipping proposed switched resonant half-bridge. 
 
Figure 4-3. Waveforms of the skipping proposed switched resonant half-bridge. 
The controller determines when to draw energy from the LRCR tank into vB. It 
basically dictates when, how long, and how often MO should drain LR. To deliver as much 
power as possible in the shortest time, MO steers LR's peak current (at 200 ns) into vB. Since 
LR's energy EL and current iL peak when CR's energy EC and voltage vC are zero, the 
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controller bleeds LR as vC crosses zero. The duration tON and frequency fX of these energy 
transfers depend on how much power LR avails. 
4.1.3 Assessment 
Compared to the other switched resonant bridges [117-122], the proposed power stage uses 
2 FETs only, so the power stage can be more compact and is more suitable for microsensor 
applications. Also, the resonant capacitor CR is grounded. So there is less parasitic 
capacitance and thus less switching loss. This also makes sensing vC easier, as will be 
discussed in CHAPTER 6. Moreover, the power stage uses synchronous switches, so there 
is no diode loss. Finally, the power stage can adjust both energy transfer frequency fX and 
duration tON. The two-variable space captures more settings than a single variable can, so 
the maximum power PO(MPP) is higher. 
4.2 Design 
4.2.1 Parameters 
MG and MO require gate-drive power PMG to switch between states. They also burn ohmic 
power PMR when they conduct iL. Since MOS resistance RDS and total equivalent switching 
capacitance CEQ rise with channel length, MG's and MO's channel lengths are minimum 
length: 180 nm. RDS falls and CEQ rises with channel width. RDS adds resistance to the LC 
oscillation loop and thus lowers the available power to the receiver. On the other hand, 
higher CEQ raises the switching loss PSW. Therefore, for minimum loss, MG's and MO's 
widths should balance the switching loss PSW and the loss in available power when the 
receiver outputs 300 μW. This is the most probable power level for the blood-pressure 
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monitors and glucose sensors targeted here [9, 10, 42, 127]. Optimizing MG and MO for the 
most likely setting saves (over time) the most energy.  
 The equivalent charge loss capacitance CEQ includes the MG gate capacitance CGN, 
MO’s gate capacitance CGP, MO’s source to well junction capacitance CJSW, and MG’s drain 
to substrate junction capacitance CJDSUB: 
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CEQ also includes parasitic capacitance at the pins and the pads, which can be estimated 
from process and datasheets. The total CEQ is estimated as: 
 2 2
EQ PIN PAD JDSUB JSW GN GPC C C C C (2 1)(0.5C ) (2 1)(0.5C )= + + + + + + + . (4.5) 
Note as the voltage swing across the CGD (~0.5CGN) of MG and CGS (~0.5CGP) of MO 
doubles vB, their equivalent capacitance counts four times as much. In total, CEQ includes 
2.5 times of CGN and CGP.  
 2 2
EQ PIN PAD JDSUB JSW GN GPC C C C C (2 1)(0.5C ) (2 1)(0.5C )= + + + + + + + . (4.6) 
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Therefore, the total switching loss PSW can be calculated as: 
 2
SW EQ B XP C v f= . (4.7) 
The transmitter's resistance RT limits how much current and power the source vS can 
supply. Separation dX and geometries of the coils then determine (via coupling factor kC) 
what fraction of that power couples to LR in the form of vE. Although over-damping vS is 
possible, dX is so high and LR is so small that only a small fraction of what the transmitter 
can supply loads vS [77]. vE is therefore low at hundreds of mV's. 
With millimeter geometries, LR's resistance RR is high at 1–10 Ω [115, 116, 123, 124, 
128]. Such a high RR often overwhelms LT's coupled (reflected) resistance RC in LR [129] 
and limits the current and power that vE supplies to a level that hardly ever over-damps vS. 
As discussed in CHAPTER 2, the maximum power PO(MAX) that a sinusoidal vE (with peak 















which happens when RLD matches RE + RR where RLD models the power the receiver 
absorbs, vLD(PK) is RLD's peak voltage, and PO(MAX) is the maximum power that LR, RC, and 
RR avail. The ground switch MG’s on-resistance adds to the LC tank’s ESR, lowering the 















Ignoring the non-linearity of the switched circuit, the max received power can be estimated 
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. (4.10) 
Note that Eq. (4.10) assumes the MO’s on duty cycle is very small, so only MG’s on-
resistance adds to the LC loop. This assumption is fairly is accurate at MPP when the 
coupled voltage vE is low. The validation of this assumption will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
The optimal NMOS width WN(OPT) should maximize PO(MPP), so 
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Obtaining a closed-form expression for WN(OPT) is difficult, as both PO(MAX)' and PSW are 
complex functions of WN, as (4.1) to (4.10) show. So in practice, fX at MPP is first obtained 
using simulation without WN and WP optimization. Then WN is swept in simulation to find 
WN(OPT). At WN(OPT), WP is swept again in simulation to find WP(OPT). Using this method, 
the optimal MG's and MO's widths are found to be 875 μm and 2240 μm, respectively. 
Table 4-1 summarizes the parameters, design variables and implied power in 
calculation, simulation, and measurement. Since the MOSFET models are no longer 
available from the manufacturer after the IC is fabricated, the parameters for simulations 
are chosen such that the simulated RSWN, RSWP, and CEQ closely match the calculation. 
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Measured RSWN and RSWP are higher than estimated values, so the available power PL(MAX)' 
is 1.3–1.7% lower. 
Table 4-1. Parameter Summary 
Parameters 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
fO 6.78 MHz vE(PK) 18–282 mV  
kC 0.07–1.13% LR 4.52 µH 
CR 122 pF RL 4.4 Ω 
Design Variables 
 Calculated Simulated Measured 
RSWN 0.37 Ω 0.45 Ω 
RSWP 3.7 Ω 5 Ω 
CEQ 18.2 pF 16.5 pF 
Implied Power 
 Calculated Simulated Measured 
PO(MAX) 9.2–1580 μW 
PO(MAX)' 8.5–1490 μW* 8.4–1470 μW* 
OC(f )
P  280 μW 252 μW 
4.2.2 Maximum Output Power 
Delivering PO(MAX) is only possible without other losses. Transistors, however, burn power 
PMR when they conduct and gate-drive power PMG when they switch. Plus, inverters 
consume shoot-through power PST when they transition. So the maximum power point 
(MPP) PO(MPP) results when added losses PLOSS (RC's PRC, RR's PRR, PMR, PMG, and PST) 
cancel incremental gains in drawn power. Ohmic losses PR (PRC, PRR, and PMR) climb with 
output power and driver losses PD (PMG and PST) rise with transfer frequency. PO(MPP) is 
therefore the ηI fraction of PO(MAX) that losses set: ηI ≡ PO(MPP)/PO(MAX). Note that this 
ideality index ηI hinges on finding the MPP. 
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The receiver transfers energy packets across a duration tON and at a rate fX that the controller 
in Figure 4-1 sets. For fX, the controller determines the number of cycles to skip NS (in 
Figure 4-3) between energy transfers. So fX is fO or a fraction of fO. 
To find the MPP, one variable (fX or tON) is fixed and the other swept to find the 
local PO(MPP). Then, with a new fixed value, the other variable is swept and the sequence is 
repeated to find all other PO(MPP)'s (in Figure 4-4). After this process, the controller applies 
the setting that outputs the highest PO(MPP). Tracking PO(MPP) automatically adjusts for 
separation, alignment, process, and temperature variations. 
fO = 6.78 MHz
dX = 16 mm
vE(PK) = 178 mV
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Figure 4-4. Measured output-power space when the coils are 16 mm apart. 
PO(MPP) is lower when the coils are farther apart because more separation reduces 
LT:LR's coupling kC. PO(MPP) in Figure 4-5, for example, is 24 μW at 15 ns and 420 kHz 
when the coils are 29 mm apart and RC is 310 mΩ. So the system outputs 59% of the 40 
μW that RC and RR avail with vE(PK)'s 39 mV. tON is lower when farther apart because less 
power is available, so the receiver needs less time to transfer power. fX is also lower 
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because ohmic and driver losses PR and PD balance at a lower fX when delivering lower 
power. 
fO = 6.78 MHz
dX = 29 mm
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Figure 4-5. Measured output-power space when the coils are 29 mm apart. 
The two-variable space in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 capture more settings than a 
single variable can. With more settings, PO(MPP) can be closer to what RC and RR can avail 
with PO(MAX)'. In Figure 4-6, below 17 mm, PO(MPP) is 1.5× to 3.6× higher than when fixing 
fX to vE's 6.78 MHz and adjusting tON to tON's maximum power point tON(MPP). By adjusting 
both tON and fX, the system extends the harvestable distance 2.1× from 18 to 38 mm. 
Relative to fixing fX to fO, PO(MPP) is 1.4× to 3.4× higher when fixing fX to 1.2 MHz 
and adjusting tON to tON(MPP). This is not much lower than when also adjusting fX to fX(MPP). 
Losses are minimal across 16 mm at this fX because fX(MPP) is 1.2 MHz when vE(PK) is 178 
mV (at 16 mm). Losses, however, overwhelm drawn power at 28 mm when fX is 1.2 MHz 
because fX is no longer fX(MPP). In other words, the harvestable distance increases 1.4× when 
also adjusting fX to fX(MPP). 
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Figure 4-6. Measured maximum power when adjusting one and two variables. 
4.2.3 Tuning Accuracy 
Maximum output power hinges on tuning the receiver's resonant frequency to the 
transmitter's fO. This way, iL's and vE's phases match so vE always supplies power. A 
deviation in CR reduces the power that vE supplies, and as a result, reduces the power that 
the receiver outputs. In other words, CR’s deviation ΔC detunes the LC. A 1-pF offset from 
122 pF, for example, reduces PO(MPP) up to 10% and a 5-pF offset reduces PO(MPP) up to 
75%, as simulations in Figure 4-7 show. 
Luckily, the controller can compensate for this loss by hastening or delaying 
transfers. When CR is lower than targeted, for example, the tank becomes capacitive, so iL 
lags vE. Connecting the battery vB to the tank sooner with a negative time offset tOS, 
however, accelerates iL's transition, which allows iL to catch up to vE. Delaying the transfer 
with a positive tOS can similarly compensate a higher CR. This way, PO(MPP) is 0.5% lower 
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when CR is off by 1 pF like Figure 4-7 shows and 22% lower when CR is off by 5 pF. CR 
in Figure 4-1 can therefore be laser-trimmed on-chip with ±1-pF accuracy. 
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Figure 4-7. Simulated sensitivity of output power to tuning accuracy. 
4.3 Measurements 
4.3.1 Prototype 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed power stage, an IC is fabricated with 180-nm 
CMOS technology. The fabricated die in Figure 4-8 integrates CR, MG and MO, the gate 
drivers, and the dead-time logic. The IC occupies 644 µm × 732 µm. CR is trimmed with a 
laser to 122 pF ±1 pF to ensure LR and CR resonate at 6.78 MHz. The receiver board in 
Figure 4-9 incorporates the packaged die, LR, and a 100-nF vB. The transmitter board in 
Figure 4-9 includes a half-bridge inverter. This half-bridge can supply up to 41 mW at 6.78 
MHz (fO). The diameters of LT and LR are 8 mm. The linear stage in Figure 4-10 adjusts 
the distance dX between the coils from 13-mm to 38-mm. So their coupling factor kC is 
0.09% to 1.1%. An off-chip field-programmable array (FPGA) controls the transmitter and 
the receiver. This FPGA adjusts tON and fX in open-loop fashion with interval steps of 5 ns 
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and 53 kHz. For experimental and exploratory purposes, tON and fX are adjusted manually. 
A practical implementation of the controller, however, should find and track the maximum 
power point automatically. 
 
Figure 4-8. Photograph of the fabricated power stage IC. 
 




Figure 4-10. Photograph of the linear adjusting stage. 
Since vE is the unloaded EMF voltage induced in LR, vE is the open-circuit voltage 
across LR. RC models the receiver's damping effect on the transmitter's reflected source vE 
[129]. So when short-circuiting vE and RC, RC consumes the same power that vS supplies 
when the transmitter is unloaded. vE(PK) and RC in measurements are therefore LR's peak 
open-circuit voltage and the equivalent resistance that burns vS's power when the 
transmitter is unloaded. 
4.3.2 Power and Losses 
Losses PRR in RR dominate in Figure 4-11 because the diameter of the receiver coil is only 
8 mm, so RR is high at 4.35 Ω. Power lost PRC to RE is next, especially when the coils are 
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within 18 mm (4.5 radial distances). At such short distances, the damping effect of the 
receiver in the transmitter is appreciably more significant. Driver losses PD follow because 
MOS ohmic losses PMR match (by design) gate-drive losses PMG. So shoot-through losses 
PST raise PD above PMR's level. The influence of process-, temperature-, and voltage-
induced variations in MOS losses on PO(MPP) is therefore minimal. 
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PE = PO(MPP) + PRR + PMR + PD
fO = 6.78 MHz
LR = 4.52 µH
kC: 0.09%~1.1%  
PRE
 
Figure 4-11. Measured losses and resulting maximum power. 
Generally, ohmic losses PR in PRE, PRR, and PMR overwhelm driver losses PD when 
the coils are within 18 mm. vB connected periodically behaves like a resistive load because 
iL is nearly sinusoidal. So like a resistive load would, PR loses as much power as the load 
receives at the MPP [98]. At close range, as the receiver skips fewer cycles, iL grows less 
between energy transfers. As a result, the circuit deviates little from the MPP, so PO(MPP) ≈ 
PLOSS. When the coils separate farther, the circuit skips more cycles. As a result, the circuit 
deviates more from the MPP, so PO(MPP) does not match PLOSS. 
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For reference, PO here is the product of the average current into the battery (which 
was measured) and the battery's voltage vB. Ohmic losses in Figure 4-11 is derived from 
measured resistances and currents: PR = iRMS
2REQ. Driver losses PD were derived from the 
power supplied and lost to the drivers I1–I6 in Figure 4-1 separate power supply fed the 
drivers for this purpose: to measure PD. Since vE supplies vB, ohmic losses, and PD, sourced 
power PE is PO(MPP) plus PRR, PMR, and PD. But since the test probes used to measure these 
parameters add capacitance, measured losses are greater than actual losses by roughly 2–
30 μW. 
4.3.3 Charging Performance 
The time-domain charging profile demonstrates how fast the power receiver can charge up 
a 100 nF capacitor to the supply voltage of 1.8V. At separation distances of 17, 20, and 23 
mm, vE(PK) are 290, 184, and 118 mV, respectively.  
 
Figure 4-12. Measured charging profile of the switched resonant half-bridge. 
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The power receiver charges up CB in 36, 64, and 180 μs, with 50, 28 and 10 mV/μs charging 
rage, respectively. As expected, higher vE(PK), availing quadratically more power to the 
receiver, charges CB faster than lower vE(PK).  
4.4 Relative Performance 
PO depends on the source vS, transmitter's RT, coil separation dX and geometries, RR, and 
the receiver. kC comprehends the effects of dX and coil geometries. ηI compares PO(MPP) 
with the power that vS, RT, kC's vE and RC, and RR avail. So ηI normalizes receiver 
performance to nearly all circumstances. This is why ηI is a good metric for comparing 
power receivers. 
As Figure 4-13 shows, the prototype outputs 70% to 84% of the power that RC's 0–
1.9 Ω and RR's 4.35 Ω avail when the coils are 13 to 28 mm apart. PR limits ηI to 70%–84% 
across this distance. Since PD does not scale with power like PR, PD's influence on ηI is 
increasingly worse past 28 mm. Decreasing tON's and fX's interval steps should improve ηI 
across 28–38 mm. 
Table 4-2 compares the proposed switched resonant half-bridge to other state-of-the-
art implementations. The ideality index ηI compares the maximum output power PO(MPP) 
with the power that transmitter’s source voltage vS, resistance RT, coupling factor kC 
receiver’s resistance vR can avail. ηI, therefore, normalizes the receiver performance to 
practically all surrounding circumstances. The proposed receiver achieves up to 85% ηI, 
which is 38% higher than other reported performance. The proposed receiver also requires 
the least number of components. Although the switched bridges do not need CR, they 
require two more switches. Moreover, the synchronizer in a switched bridge needs to break 
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the operation once every several to synchronize the operation. That is why [116], with an 
on-chip synchronizer, gets 18% less ηI than [115], which excludes the synchronizer loss. 
The FPGA that implements the function of the controller (and synchronizer) in Figure 
4-1drains the LC tank when CR's energy crosses zero. For this, the circuit can sense CR's 
voltage vC to ground, which is an indicator of CR's energy 0.5CRvC
2. Sensing vC this way, 
without interrupting the receiver like [116] does, is a significant improvement as the 
synchronizer sacrifices less power. 







































fO = 6.78 MHz
dX = 19 mm
vE(PK) = 118 mV 





Figure 4-13. Available and measured output power and resulting ideality index. 
The two-variable control in the proposed power receiver balances losses so the circuit 
can work at lower input power. In addition, since the power receiver’s switches do not see 
the oscillation voltage vC, VBD does not limit vC. This means, if vE, RC, and RR can avail 
more power, CR's energy can grow so that a higher iL in LR can draw this power. This is 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Overall, the 180-nm 6.78-MHz switched resonant half-bridge power receiver 
proposed and prototyped outputs 1.2–1340 μW of the 9.72–1580 μW that a 54.1-mm2 
receiver coil with 4.4 Ω avails when 13–38 mm apart from a 54.1-mm2 transmitter coil. 
The system delivers 38% more power with 25% less space than the best comparable in its 
class. The power range is wide because, unlike other half bridges, the switches' breakdown 
voltage does not limit the energy in the resonating tank. The higher coil current that results 
from resonating more energy can draw more power (when available). Output power is 
higher because selectively switching two optimal transistors within and across cycles burns 
less power and avails more settings from which a higher maximum point can result. 
Transferring this much and this range of power is vital for structurally embedded 
microsensors and biomedical implants, which are small, immobile, in the dark, and often 
misaligned and across variable distances from a transmitting source. 
4.5 Remaining Challenges 
As discussed above, the proposed switched resonant half-bridge power stage can output up 
to 38% more power with a 25% smaller footprint than the best comparable receiver. 
However, two more challenges remain for the proposed power stage. The first challenge is 
the synchronized control. To send energy to the battery, the ground switch MG and the 
output switch MO need to turn on and off synchronously as iL peaks. The FPGA in Figure 
4-14 connects both the power transmitter board and the power receiver board. This way, 
the receiver’s switches are synchronized with the transmitter’s input and iL’s peak. 
However, the wired connection between the transmitter and the receiver defeats the 
purpose of wireless power transfer. For real applications, the receiver needs to synchronize 
its operation itself. The second challenge is the MPP control. The proposed switched 
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resonant half-bridge can adjust both energy transfer frequency fX and energy transfer 
duration tON for MPP. However, measuring power across all the possible settings is both 
time- and power-consuming. Therefore, an MPP theory is needed to predict the best 









































Figure 4-14. FPGA synchronizes the transmitter and the receiver. 
 The next two chapters are dedicated to addressing the two remaining challenges of 
the proposed switched resonant half-bridge power stage. The MPP theory proposed in 
CHAPTER 5 predicts the MPP setting with a 98.7% accuracy. CHAPTER 6 discusses the 




CHAPTER 5. THE HIGHEST MAXING POWER POINT 
The proposed switched resonant half-bridge adjusts both energy transfer duration and 
frequency for MPP. However, searching for the optimal fX and tON setting thoroughly 
across the two-variable space can be time- and energy-consuming. Also, coupling varies 
from time to time in most embedded microsensor applications, which means the optimal 
setting also needs to be adjusted from time to time. Searching for MPP setting frequently 
halts the power transfer and causes significant opportunity loss. That’s why in this chapter, 
an MPP theory is developed to predict the optimal setting of the proposed power stage. The 
theory predicts the optimal time, duration, and frequency of the energy transfers that charge 
the battery. Measurements of a 0.18-μm CMOS power receiver demonstrate that the 
receiver outputs more than 98.7% of the actual MPP at the predicted settings when the 
coupling factor between the transmitting and receiving coils is 0.15%–1.14%. 
5.1 Highest Power-Generating Receiver 
As discussed in CHAPTER 3 and CHAPTER 4, the switched resonant half-bridge and 
resonant bridge draw about the same maximum power as the resonant bridge and the 
switched bridge. However, the switched resonant half-bridge does not require an MPP 
stage. This is because by controlling the frequency and the duration of energy transfer the 
circuit can adjust vC(PK) so it remains near vC(OPT). For the proposed switched resonant half-
bridge shown in Figure 5-1, since SG and SO do not see vC, VBD does not limit vC(PK). 
Therefore, the proposed power stage can generate the highest power across a wide coupling 
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range. The problem of finding the highest power-generating receiver reduces to finding the 








Figure 5-1. Switched resonant half-bridge for highest MPP. 














tOS = 10 ns tON = 20 ns
tX = NStO = 738 ns



























Figure 5-2. Energy transfer frequency, duration, and offset of a switched resonant half-
bridge power receiver. 
The proposed power stage can adjust its energy transfer frequency and duration for 
MPP [130]. In addition, the phase offset can be adjusted as well to compensated for the 
detuning caused by inaccurate CR [130]. This chapter presents a theory that predicts the 
optimal (maximum power-point) settings for frequency, duration, and phase, which [130] 
did not include. The phase offset tOS is the phase difference between the receiver voltage 
vR and the coupled voltage vE. When tOS is zero, vE peaks halfway across vR’s pulse. For 
example, in the simulated waveforms of Figure 5-2, as the center of vR’s pulse lags vE’s 
peak by 10 ns, tOS is 10 ns. The circuit can also adjust the energy-transfer frequency fX by 
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setting the number of cycles NS between two consecutive transfers. In Figure 5-2, as the 
circuit transfers energy to vB every 5 cycles, the energy transfer period tX is 5 times of the 
cycle period tO so the energy transfer frequency fX is fO/5. Finally, the circuit can adjust the 
duration tON of the transfer: the time that the LC tank connects to vB. In Figure 5-2, vB 
drains LRCR for 20 ns, so the tON is 20 ns. 
5.2 Maximum Power Point 
The theory below finds MPP settings tOS(MPP), tON(MPP), and fX(MPP) in two steps. The theory 
first finds the optimal tOS and tON settings that maximize PO at a given fX. The optimal 
settings derived tOS(MPP)' and tON(MPP)' are "local" because they vary with fX. As will be 
shown, tOS(MPP)' and tON(MPP)' are the tOS and tON that ensure vR(PK)'s fO
th harmonic is 
0.5vE(PK). The optimal "global" setting derived for fX in step two (fX(MPP)) minimizes the 
losses at this point: when vR(PK)
fO is 0.5vE(PK). With this, the optimal global setting for tON 
(tON(MPP)) is now known: from tON(MPP)' in step one and fX(MPP) in step two.  
5.2.1 Optimal Receiver Voltage 
Figure 5-3 models the series-switched resonant receiver. The transmitter couples an open-
circuit voltage vE in LR. RE is the reflected resistance from the transmitter [75]. As the 
receiver draws power, it loads the transmitter, so it lowers the current in the transmitting 
coil as well as the coupled voltage on LR. The voltage dropped across RE models this 
loading effect. The power receiver is modeled as a series load with a terminal voltage vR. 
According to the maximum power transfer theory [98], as the CR and LR’s voltage cancels 
each other, the receiver receives the maximum power when vR shares half of the source 
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Figure 5-5. Receiver voltage vR of a switched resonant half-bridge. 
In reality, the receiver is a switched network as Figure 5-3 shows. When SG closes, 
the ground switch shorts LR and CR, so vR Figure 5-3 is zero. When SO closes, LR is 
connected to vB, so vR equals vB. As the circuit switches periodically, vR’s waveform is a 
pulse train, as shown in Figure 5-5. Therefore, the receiver voltage vR of a switched 
resonant half-bridge cannot be a sinusoidal waveform that matches 0.5vE. 
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However, the receiver voltage vR is periodical with a NStO period, where NS is the 
number of cycles between two energy transfers. The Fourier Series can decompose any 
periodical signal as a series of sinusoidal waves at harmonic frequencies that are multiples 
of the fundamental frequency. In this case, the fundamental frequency fX is fO/NS. Assume 
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 . (5.4) 
Assume that vR is symmetrical at t = 0. All the integrations for bi in (5.4) result in 0. ai can 
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 The reason for expanding vR as a Fourier series is that the resonant LRCR in Figure 
5-3 only band-passes current at fO. For vR’s other harmonics, LRCR behaves as a high 
impedance and blocks the current path. Therefore, vR’s harmonic at fO dominates the 
current and the conduction loss. Therefore, analogous to the linear maximum power 
transfer theory [98], the proposed theory asserts that at given fX the receiver draws 
maximum power when vR’s harmonic at fO matches 0.5vE in both amplitude and phase: 
 O(f )
R(PK) E(PK)v 0.5v= , (5.8) 
and 
 O(f )
R Ev v = . (5.9) 
The accuracy of the assertions in Eq. (5.8) and Eq. (5.9) will be validated later in this 
chapter. From Eq. (5.9), since vR’s harmonic at fO and vE are in phase, the center of the 
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pulse aligns with vE’s peak. Therefore, the phase offset at the local and the global MPP is 
zero: 
 '
OS(MPP) OS(MPP)t t 0= = . (5.10) 
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       
. (5.12) 
Equation (5.12) calculates the optimal tON(MPP)' for given fX. With tON(MPP)' obtained, the 
next step is to find the global optimal fX(MPP) that minimizes the overall losses when 
O(f )
R(PK) E(PK)v 0.5v= . 
To validate the conclusion in Figure 5-6 plots the simulated and measured PO across 
tOS when fX = 850 kHz and tON = 25 ns. In measurement, tOS is adjusted from zero in either 
direction with a 1.25 ns resolution. In both simulation and measurement, the circuit outputs 
the highest power when tOS = 0. PO drops as tOS deviates from zero in either direction.  
To validate the MPP criteria in (5.8), Figure 5-7 plots the calculated, simulated, and 
measured O(f )
R(PK)v  at MPP when kC is 0.07–1.13%. At kC > 0.15%, both simulated and 
measured is within 4% of 0.5vE(PK), corroborating the theory well. However, when kC is 
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less than 0.15%, the measured O(f )
R(PK)v  deviates up to 21% from 0.5vE(PK). The increased 
error is mostly due to the finite resolutions for tON and fX. In measurement, tON is adjusted 
with a 5 ns resolution, and fX is adjusted with a 53 kHz resolution, respectively, due to 
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fO = 6.78 MHz, fX = 850 kHz
 kC = 0.48%, vE(PK) = 118 mV, tON = 25 ns
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* vR(PK) is derived from (5.11) using simulated or measured tON(MPP) and fX(MPP). 
Figure 5-7. Maximum output power and receiver's peak fO harmonic voltage. 
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Figure 5-8 plots the simulated and measured PO across tON when fX = 0.125fO. The 
simulated PO peaks at tON = 23 ns, deviating 1 ns from the theory’s predicted 24 ns. The 
measured PO peaks at tON = 25 ns with 5 ns resolution. Simulated kSW ranges from 0.86% 
to 1.14%. Figure 5-6 plots the simulated and measured PO across tOS when fX = 850 kHz 
and tON = 25 ns. In both simulation and measurement, the circuit outputs the highest power 
when tOS = 0. PO drops as tOS deviates from zero in either direction. Figure 5-7 plots the 
calculated, simulated, and measured vR(PK)’s harmonic at fO at MPP when kC is 0.07–
1.13%. At kC > 0.15%, both simulated and measured vR(PK)’s harmonic at fO is within 4% 
of 0.5vE(PK), corroborating the theory well. However, when kC is less than 0.15%, the 
measured vR(PK)’s harmonic at fO deviates up to 21% from 0.5vE(PK), due to the finite 
resolutions for tON and fX (5 ns and 53 kHz, respectively). 
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Figure 5-8. Output power across duration.  
To evaluate the accuracy of the predicted tON(MPP)' in (5.12), Figure 5-9 compares the 
calculated, simulated, and measured tON(MPP)' across fX with 118 mV of vE(PK) and 6.2 Ω of 
RESR. While the simulated tON(MPP)' closely matches the theory’ prediction, the measured 
tON(MPP)' has a resolution of 5 ns and reflects the trend of prediction. 
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Figure 5-9. Optimal duration. 
5.2.2 Optimal Transfer Frequency 
The next step for MPP is to find the optimal fX that maximizes the global PO with the 
corresponding tOS(MPP)' and tON(MPP)' found in the previous step. The global fX(MPP) needs to 
minimize the total losses of the switched resonant half-bridge. Therefore, it is necessary to 
first identify all the losses of the circuit. 
A. Nonlinear Loss 
As discussed in 2.4, the receiver receives the maximum power when it impresses an 
optimal voltage vMPP across the receiver coil LR. In a switched resonant half-bridge, the 
voltage impressed across LR is vC. So vMPP is 0.5QRvE(PK), as derived in Eq. (3.11). Drawing 
the maximum available power PL(MAX)' presupposes vC(PK) is vC(OPT) every cycle. However, 
as Figure 5-10 illustrates, vC(PK) grows from cycle to cycle between energy transfers. vC(PK) 
therefore deviates from vC(OPT), so actual drawn power PL is lower than PO(MAX). As 
depicted in Figure 5-11, the difference between the drawn power PL(i) at the i-th cycle and 
PO(MAX) is defined as the nonlinear loss PNL(i), since the loss is due to the nonlinearity in the 
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Figure 5-10. vC(PK) deviates from vC(OPT) in the switched resonant half-bridge skipping 
operation. 
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Note the reflected RE in Eq. (5.14) varies with kC. At lower kC, the transmitter reflects less 
RE on the receiver. As a result, RESR and PO(MAX)' also vary with kC. The overall nonlinear 
loss PNL is the average over NS cycles: 
 ( )
S SN N
NL NL(AVG) NL(i) O(MAX) L(i)
i 1 i 1
S S
1 1
P P P P ' P
N N= =
= = = −  . (5.15) 
As shown in Figure 5-11, PNL is lowest when vC(PK)'s average vC(OPT). 
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Figure 5-11. Drawn power and resulting nonlinear loss. 
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 As PNL(i) is a function of the capacitor peak voltage vC(PK), to derive the PNL, the 
first step is to calculate vC(PK) of each cycle. Between energy transfers, the LC tank collects 
across cycles the power LR sources. The difference between consecutive cycles i – 1 and 
i’s peak CR energy, therefore, reflects energy the LR sources across cycle i [131]:  
 ( )2 2C(i) C(i 1)L(i) O C(i) C(i 1) R v vP t E E 0.5C −−= − = − . (5.17) 
Combining Eq. (5.15) and Eq. (5.17) yields: 
 ( )( )
( )C(i) C(OPT) C(i)
R C(i 1) C(i) C(i 1) C(i) O(MAX) O2
C(OPT)
v 2v v








Since the quality factor QR of the LC is normally much greater than one, oscillation growth 
from cycle to cycle is slow.  Assuming vC(i+1) + vC(i) ≈ 2vC(i), (5.18) can be simplify ed as: 
 ( )O O(MAX)C(i 1) C(i) C(OPT) C(i)2
R C(OPT)
t P '
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. (5.19) 
Replacing PO(MAX)' and vC(OPT) with expressions in Eq. (5.14) and Eq. (3.11) yields  
 ( )C(i 1) C(i) C(OPT) C(i)
R
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 
. (5.20) 
Also, Eq. (5.20) can be re-written as: 
 ( )C(i 1) C(OPT) C(i) C(OPT)
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. (5.22) 
To validate the vC(i) calculation, Figure 5-12 compares the simulated vC growth from 
cycle to cycle with 150 mV vE(PK) a5 6.78 MHz against the iterative calculation in (5.22). 
The iterative calculation closely matches the simulation. 
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LR = 4.7 µH  CR = 117 pF


















vE(PK) = 150 mV 
 
Figure 5-12. Simulated capacitor voltage across uncollected cycles. 
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The only unknown variable in Eq. (5.25) is m. So the next step is to determine the cycle m 
that vC is closest to vC(OPT). As discussed before, at the local maximum point, intuitively, 
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vC(PK) centers around vC(OPT). Therefore, it is fair to assume the nonlinear loss of the first 
cycle approximately equals that of the last cycle: 
 
SNL(1) NL(N )
P P , (5.26) 
which gives: 
 ( ) ( )S
22
N m1 m
O(MAX) O(MAX)P ' 1 a P ' 1 a
−−−  − . (5.27) 
This way, m is related to NS. Since a is close to but smaller than one, (5.27) can be 
simplified as: 
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Substituting a–m in Eq. (5.25) with Eq. (5.29), PNL at the local maximum point can be re-
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B. Charge Loss 
The circuit also loses charge power as parasitic capacitances charge and discharge. 
This charge loss PC is proportional to fX: 
 2
C DD C X DD SW EQ XP  v q f  v k C f= = . (5.32) 
where CEQ is the total equivalent capacitance that charges and discharges in one 
switching cycle. kSW is the soft-switching factor. Without tDT, MO hard-switches: burns 
power to charge vSW's parasitic capacitance CEQ, so kSW = 1. With tDT, LX's current charges 
CEQ before MO closes, so MO partially soft-switches: closes with lower than vB voltage 
drop. LX's current also charges CEQ above vB before MG closes, so MG switches with higher 
charge loss. As a result, kSW can be higher or lower than 1. The analysis assumes kSW = 1. 
The accuracy of this assumption will be verified by simulations and measurements later. 
Output power PO is the PL(MAX)' that nonlinear and charge losses PNL and PC avail: 
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Again, since QR is normally much greater than one, a is close to one. Using Taylor 
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With the approximations, Eq. (5.35) can be simplified as: 
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Again, use Taylor expansion to approximate the term in Eq. (5.38): 
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Solving Eq. (5.38) with the approximation in Eq. (5.39) yields the optimal number of 
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P  is the charge loss when fX = fO. The global optimal tON(MPP) is, therefore, 
tON(MPP)' at fX(MPP): 
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fO = 6.78 MHz
RESR = 6.2 
LR = 4.52 µH, CR = 122 pF







Figure 5-13. Losses and resulting optimal transfer frequency.   
To validate the theory on fX(MPP), PNL(MPP)', and PC, Figure 5-13 compares the 
simulated losses with the theory’s prediction in (8) and (18). The theory accurately predicts 
the simulated PNL and PC with less than 5% error when fX is 420 kHz–3MHz. Note that, 
unlike conduction and switching losses, PNL is not lost as heat. Since the receiver coil LR 
is so small and distant, drawn PE is much lower than the power the transmitter can actually 
supply. So PE cannot over-damp the transmitter under these conditions. PNL is therefore 
power that the transmitter avails, but the receiver fails to collect.  
5.2.3 Maximum Output Power 
With the losses (PNL and PC) and MPP settings (tOS(MPP), tON(MPP), fX(MPP)) obtained in the 
previous two subsections, the output power is PL(MAX)' minus the losses at the MPP settings:  
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O MPP L MAX NL MP( ) ( ) ( ) )P C P(MPP  P '  –  P –  P= . (5.43) 
Figure 5-14 compares the calculated, simulated, and measured PO across fX at 118 
mV of vE(PK) and 6.2 Ω of RESR. As the number of half cycles skipped NS rises (or fX drops), 
vC(PK)'s spread widens. This means, more and more half cycles deviate further away from 
the maximum power point PMPP0. In other words, the sacrificial loss PNL drops with fX. 
Testing accuracy and measurement noise produce an error. With up to ±5 mV of resolution 
and noise errors, measured vE is up to ±4% off, which means calculated and simulated 
projections are off by a corresponding amount. Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-14 show that 
measured data is within the projected error window. The hard-switching assumption in the 
calculations also contributes error. But like Figure 5-13 shows, calculations and 
simulations match, so this error is small. At the theory’s predicted fX(MPP) of 700 kHz, the 
measured PO is only 1% lower than the actual PO(MPP).  







fO = 6.78 MHz
kC = 0.48%, vE(PK) = 118 mV
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Figure 5-14. Optimized output power. 
To evaluate PO, the simulation monitors the average net current into vB. PL' can be 
obtained from LR’s voltage and current. The simulation estimates the ohmic loss PR on 
RESR from the iL waveform. PL' minus PO and PR gives the charge loss PC.  
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Figure 5-15. Variable space for output power. 
Figure 5-15 plots the simulated and measured PO over the variable space by sweeping 
tON and fX with 5 ns and 53 kHz of resolution, respectively. The measured PO maximizes 
at 269 µW when tON = 25 ns. The FPGA controller cannot respond within 5 ns, so 5 ns is 
the practical limit. Higher bandwidth is not necessary because, as Figure 5-15 shows, PO is 
not very sensitive to tON near PO's maximum power point: PO varies 2% with ±5-ns 
variations in tON. 
5.3 Measurements 
5.3.1 Prototype 
To validate the theory, the switched resonant half-bridge power receiver prototype in 
CHAPTER 4 is measured. The dead time logic in Figure 4-1 inserts delays to prevent MG 
and MO from turning on at the same time and shorting vB to the ground. The receiver 
prototype uses an off-chip coil PA6512-AE from Coilcraft that measures 4.52 µH. The 
integrated resonant capacitor CR is laser trimmed to 122 pF with ±1-pF accuracy. LR and 
CR resonate at 6.78 MHz. 
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The linear stage in Figure 4-10 adjusts the distance dX between the coils from 13 
mm to 38 mm, so kC is 0.07%–1.13%. Although separation is 38 mm, the coils are 4.5 
radial lengths apart (where radial lengths refers to the radii of the coils), which is as far 
apart as some of the best inductively coupled systems can output power, like in [12, 84, 
122, 124]. This 38-mm (power) transmission distance is suitable for implanted biosensors 
like glucose and blood-pressure sensors, since such sensors are typically implanted 
underneath the skin [10], [132]. The corresponding RC varies 0–1.9 Ω, so the total RESR 
varies 4.8–6.7 Ω. An FPGA controls tOS, tON and fX of the power receiver with 1.25 ns, 5 
ns, and 53 kHz of resolution, respectively. 
Figure 5-16 shows the measured waveforms of vC, iL, and vR at 118 mV of induced 
vE. The receiver transfers power to vB for 25 ns every 8 cycles.  
 
Figure 5-16. Measured waveforms at MPP. 
5.3.2 Optimal Settings 
Figure 5-17 compares the calculated, simulated and measured tON(MPP) and NS(MPP). The 
calculated and simulated tON(MPP) and fX(MPP) are rounded up to the closest 5 ns or 53 kHz 
to match the measurement resolution. The simulated and measured tON(MPP) are often 5–10 
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ns higher than the theory’s prediction. The simulated and measured NS(MPP) are often higher 
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Figure 5-17. Optimal duration and number of cycles between transfers. 
5.3.3 MPP Error 
Figure 5-18 compares the measured PO at the theory’s predicted MPP settings with the 
actual PO(MPP). The MPP error denotes the percentage difference between PO at the 
predicted MPP setting and the actual PO(MPP). The circuit outputs 344 μW halfway across 
the coupling kC range tested, which is sufficient for microsensor applications such as blood-
pressure and glucose sensors [10] and [132]. 
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Figure 5-18. PO at the predicted MPP setting and the actual MPP setting. 
Table II summarizes and compares the calculated MPP settings and power with 
simulation and measurement when kC > 0.15%. The theory’s predicted tON(MPP) is 17–30% 
lower than the simulation and 2–24% lower than the measurement, while the predicted 
fX(MPP) is 21–66% higher than the simulation and  2–32% higher than the measurement. 
Testing accuracy and noise produces an error in vE that, along with the approximations in 
(35) and (38), offsets projected fX(MPP), and by translation, tON(MPP) from their actual values 
by up to –30% and +66%. PO, however, is still within 1.3% of its maximum power point 
PO(MPP) because PO (in Figure 5-15) is fairly insensitive to settings near PO(MPP). These 
inaccuracies in fX(MPP) and tON(MPP) are therefore acceptable. In practice, rather than the 
accuracy of the MPP settings, it is more important that PO at the predicted setting is as close 
to the actual PO(MPP) as possible, so the MPP error is low. The MPP error is within 3.8% 
for simulation and within 1.3% for measurement. Since the series switched resonant half-
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bridge outputs as much or more power than other receivers, the PO(MPP) theorized here is 
also the highest PO(MPP) a receiver can output.  
Table 5-1. MPP Settings Summary 
Parameter* Calculated Simulated Measured 
Value Error Value Error 
tOS(MPP) 0 0 0 0 0 








Actual PO(MPP)  13–1400 μW 24–1350 μW 
Predicted PO(MPP)  13–1380 μW 24–1330 μW 
MPP Error  < 3.8% < 1.3% 
*Parameters are obtained for 0.15–1.13% of kC. 
To sum up, this chapter explores and theorizes the MPP operation of the switched 
resonant half-bridge power receiver. The theory predicts the optimal phase, duration, and 
frequency of energy transfer in a closed form fashion. To prove the theory, a power receiver 
prototype is fabricated in 0.18 μm CMOS technology. Measurements show that at the 
theory’s predicted settings, the receiver outputs more than 98.7% of the actual maximum 
power when the coupling is 0.15%–1.13%. 
5.4 Discussions 
The maximum power point of the switched resonant bridge has been explored in other 
literature as well. [123], [118, 121, 124] explored maximum end-to-end efficiency (MPE) 
for strongly coupled switched resonant bridges and half bridges. When weakly coupled, 
the receiver barely loads the transmitter [130], so the maximum power point (MPP) is also 
the MPE. Theorized MPEs in [118, 121, 124] fix fX at 2fO, which is not optimal because 
switching (charge) losses are not minimized this way [131], and the MPE is not global. 
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Although [123] varies fX, it does not account for these switching losses. Plus, [123] 
linearizes the operation of the circuit, which means [123] also discounts the nonlinear 
effects of the multi-cycle switching system. This thoery shows that both losses are 
significant when weakly coupled and shows how these losses can be minimized. More 
generally, the theory proposed here adjusts all variables and accounts for all losses to 
ensure the MPP is global and the highest possible. 
 The developed theory facilitates the implementation of a maximum power point 
tracking (MPPT). Similar to deriving tON(MPP)' in (5.11), the fX(MPP)' at given tON that 
maximizes the local PO can be obtained as: 
 O
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Equation (5.44) is very interesting, as it shows the local optimal fX(MPP)' is proportional to 
the coupled voltage vE. Thus, the local MPP can be monitored by tracking vE with fX. 
Possible MPPT schemes will be discussed in CHAPTER 7. 
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CHAPTER 6. SYNCHRONIZING CONTROLLER 
Although the switched resonant half-bridge power receiver proposed in CHAPTER 4 can 
output high power across a wide coupling range, its synchronized control remains a 
challenge. As Figure 4-14 shows, the prototype built in CHAPTER 4 uses an FPGA to 
synchronize the receiver operation with the transmitter. The wired connection between the 
transmitter and the receiver defeats the purpose of wireless power transfer. That prototype 
is for functionality and performance verification of the power stage only. To complete the 
system, the receiver needs to be self-synchronized. This chapter presents a self-
synchronized switched resonant half-bridge wireless charger that adjusts energy transfer 
frequency for maximum power point (MPP). An integrated high-voltage-sensing 
synchronizer allows the charger to operate beyond the CMOS breakdown voltage and 
therefore extends its workable coupling range. A prototype wireless charger is fabricated 
with 180 nm technology. The measured prototype outputs up to 89% of the available power 
across 0.067%~7.9% coupling range. The output power (in percentage of available power) 
and coupling range are 1.3× and 13× higher than the comparable state of the arts. 
6.1 Self-Synchronized Switched Resonant Half-Bridge 
6.1.1 System Operation 
The switched resonant half-bridge in Figure 6-1 uses a resonant tank LR–CR to boost 
current and power from vE. The LR and CR are tuned to vE’s frequency fO, so vE constantly 
sources power into the LC tank. RE represents the coupled resistance from the transmitter, 





























Figure 6-1. Switched resonant half-bridge wireless charger. 
 To transfer energy, the power stage alternately switches between two modes: 
receiving energy from vE and transfer received energy to vB. The ground switch MG closes 
for most of the cycle tX, so LR–CR receives and stores energy from vE. So vC’s oscillation 
grows. Then, MG opens and the output switch SO closes for tON, the energy accumulated is 
transferred to the battery vB. The deadtime logic inserts around 1 ns delay so MG or MO 
only turns on when the other switch is completely off. This prevents both switches from 
turning on at the same time and discharge the battery. The ground switch MG and the output 
switch MO are 4000 µm and 1120 µm wide, respectively. The sizes are optimized in the 
same way as described in Sub-section 4.2 to minimize the losses for 300 µW, which is the 
most probable power level for targeted glucose and blood-pressure sensing applications [9, 
10]. 
For MPP, the energy transfer needs to be synchronized with the oscillation. For this, 
the synchronizer ASYNC in Figure 6-2 detects the negative zero crossings of vC. Once a 
crossing is detected, a one-shot circuit triggers a fixed pulse tON, which is gated by the MPP 
controller’s output vMPP, as Figure 6-2 shows. The charger only transfers power to battery 
when vMPP is high. This way, the MPP controller adjusts the energy transfer frequency fX 




Figure 6-2. Simulated wireless charger waveforms at 150 mV vE(PK).  
6.1.2 Maximum Power Point 
The goal of the inductively coupled wireless charger design is to maximize its output power 
to charge up the battery as fast as possible. For MPP, the receiver needs to drain just enough 
energy such that the averaged vC(PK) over cycles is at its optimal level vC(OPT) [77], as the 











To maintain the vC(PK) around vC(OPT), the energy transfer duration tON and energy transfer 
frequency fX can be adjusted. Although adjusting both tON and fX gives the highest power, 
it complicates the controller design. Fortunately, near MPP, PO is not sensitive to tON 
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variation. In [99], PO(MPP) is lowered by less than 1.3% even if tON is 24% off its optimal 
value. Adjusting fX alone gives about the same PO(MPP) while simplifying control.  
 According to the MPP theory developed in CHAPTER 5, the receiver power is 
maximum when the offset time tOS is zero. However, in this design, as the energy transfer 
starts after (rather than during) iL peaks, it is delayed by 0.5tON. So tOS = 0.5 tON. Luckily, 
the fixed tOS delay can be compensated by tuning CR, as discussed in Sub-section 4.2. 
 
Figure 6-3. Measured PO across vE(PK) and fX. 
 Figure 6-3 shows how PO varies across fX at different vE(PK). At very low fX, the 
battery draws little power from the LC, so the energy in the LC builds up high. As a result, 
vC grows beyond vC(OPT) so PO is low. Similarly, at high fX, vC stays below vC(OPT), so PO is 
low too. PO maximizes at fX(MPP). The MPP theory in [99] predicts that fX(MPP) grows 
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6.2 Circuit Implementation 
6.2.1 Synchronizing Comparator 
For MPP, the synchronizer needs to synchronize the energy transfer with iL’s peak [99]. 
Sensing iL directly is difficult, because iL is low in milliamperes and adding sensing 
resistance significantly lowers the available power from the receiver coil. The other option 
is to sense vC, as iL peaks when vC crosses zero. However, sensing vC is also challenging, 

































Figure 6-4. High voltage sensing with (a) resistive voltage divider and (b) variable-ratio 
voltage divider. 
To protect the sensing circuit from breakdown, a voltage divider first divides and 
lowers vC. Although a resistive ladder in Figure 6-4(a) can work as a voltage divider, its 
dividing ratio is fixed. As the coupling factor kC varies for orders of magnitude in practical 
applications, vSEN scales proportionally. As a result, vSEN is too high for breakdown at high 
kC, but too low for sensing at low kC. To reduce the coupling sensitivity, the diode-clamped 
voltage divider in Figure 6-4(b) divides the voltage with a variable ratio. The circuit is 
composed of a pair of oppositely connected diodes D1 and D2 and a current limiting resistor 
RLIMIT. When vC’s amplitude is within a diode voltage vD, neither D1 nor D2 conducts, so 
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vDIV follows vC. As vC’s amplitude grows beyond vD, either D1 or D2 conducts current and 
clamps vDIV at ±vD, as Figure 6-2 shows. This way, the dividing ratio is low (< 1) at high 
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Figure 6-5. Synchronizer circuit with voltage divider. 
The diodes D1 and D2 are implemented using two diode-connected N-type MOSFET, 
as shown in Figure 6-5. In measurement, the coupling kC grows from 0.067% to 7.9%, so 
vC varies 36× from 0.56 V to 20 V. However, as Figure 6-6 shows, the divided voltage vSEN 
varies less than 2.7× in simulation due to the M1 and M2’s square root voltage suppression.  
A comparator in Figure 6-5 compares vSEN with the ground to detect vC’s zero 
crossings and synchronizes the energy transfer. The comparator needs to (i) take negative 
input as vDIV swings from –vD to +vD, and (ii) minimizes the negative output delay tDLY– 
for MPP [99]. Minimizing tDLY– aligns energy transfer with iL’s peak. The aligned operation 
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keeps iL and vE in phase, so the drawn power is maximum [99]. For (i), a PMOS pair, M1 
and M2, are used. M1’s gate is grounded which generates a bias voltage vB for M4’s pull-
up path. Above-zero vDIV crushes M4’s vGS, so M6 pulls vO1 up slowly with fixed 180 nA. 
As vDIV drops below zero, M2’s current grows quadratically with the voltage drop and pulls 
vO1 down quickly. Plus, the bodies of all PMOS’ in Figure 6-5 are connected to their 
respective sources. As vDIV drops below zero, M2’s source and body follow, preventing the 
circuit from breakdown. For (ii), a secondary common-source stage M10 expediates vO’s 
pulling-up as vO1 rises. Combining that vO1 pulls down fast and vO pulls up fast, the 
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Figure 6-6. Simulated output curve of the voltage divider. 
The voltage divider induces loss as the RLIMIT steals and burns a fraction of iL. At 
high vC, ignoring the voltage drop on the diodes, the fractional loss that parallel RLIMIT 
induces is equivalent to a series resistance of 0.3Ω [133], which lowers PO(MPP) by 3%. At 
low vC, as the diodes voltage drop lowers the current across RLIMIT more, RLIMIT’s loss is 
less than 3%. 
6.2.2 Current Reference 
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A PTAT current source circuit in Figure 6-7 provides a current bias to the synchronizing 
comparator discussed above. The synchronizing comparator is slower at high temperature, 
due to the reduced gm of the transistors. The PTAT bias current reduces the tDLY– variation 
with temperature. High bias current compensates for the slower circuit at high temperatures 









































Figure 6-7. PTAT current source. 
6.2.3 MPP Control 
The MPP controller in Figure 6-8 is implemented on an FPGA for testing flexibility. The 
MPP controller controls which cycle to transfer energy to the battery by gating some of the 
pulses to the driver, as Figure 6-2 shows. This way, by controlling the number of cycles 








= , (6.3) 
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Figure 6-8. 6-bit digital delta sigma skip control. 






























Figure 6-9. Operation of the DSM MPP controller. 
 The MPP controller is implemented with a 7-bit-input, 1-bit-output digital-to-
digital delta-sigma modulator (DSM) frequently found in fractional-N PLL designs [134, 
135], as shown in Figure 6-8. Figure 6-9 illustrates the operation of the DSM MPP 
controller. The full adder and 8-bit registers add vFX to the accumulator. Once the 
accumulator reaches multiples of the full scale or 128 in this case, the MSB of the 8-bit 
registers overflows, which pushes vMPP high and enables an energy transfer. The 7-bit LSB 
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of the 8-bit registers rolls over for the next cycle’s accumulation. The accumulator self-
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To demonstrate the charger’s functionality and performance, a prototype is built with 180-
nm CMOS technology. The charger IC, as shown in Figure 6-10, integrates the power stage 
(MG, MO, and the driver) and the synchronizer (IPTAT, ACOMP, VDIV) while occupying only 
220 µm × 381 µm of silicon area.  
 
Figure 6-10. Photos of the wireless charger IC. 
The MPP control and one-shot circuit in Figure 6-1 are implemented on an FPGA 
for testing flexibility. The receiver PCB and the FPGA are connected using the GPIO port, 
as shown in Figure 6-11. The wireless charger uses the 0.4 mH Coilcraft 4513TC as the 
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receiver coil. The linear stage in Figure 6-12 adjusts the distance between the wireless 
charger and the source from 0 to 38 mm, which is up to 3.2 × of the transmitter/receiver 
coil dimension. As a result, the coupled open-circuit voltage vE on the receiver coil ranges 
from 24 mV to 2.8 V. The transmitter couples up to 20.5 Ω back on the receiver coil. 
 
Figure 6-11. Photos of the wireless charger PCB. 
 
Figure 6-12. Linear stage that controls the distance between the transmitter and receiver 
coils. 
 Figure 6-13 shows the measurement setup. The output power PO is measured by 
monitoring the average output current and the battery voltage. The amplitude of the 
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coupled voltage vE is measured by open circuiting the power receiver. The resonant 
capacitor is adjusted to compensate for the non-zero tOS, such that PO is maximum. 
 
Figure 6-13. Measurement setup. 
 
Figure 6-14. Measured MPP receiver waveforms when kC = 0.15%. 
Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15 show the measured vSW, vC and iL waveforms at MPP 
when the receiver is 28 mm and 10 mm away from the power source. The couplings are 
0.15% and 1.1%, respectively. At 0.15% coupling, the frequency control word vFX is set to 
10. So according to Eq. (6.4) and Eq. (6.3), the wireless charger on average skips 12.8 
cycles between energy transfer for MPP. In other words, fX(MPP) = 0.078 fO. At 1.1% 
coupling, the frequency control word vFX is set to 86, so wireless charger on average 
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transfers energy every 1.5 cycles. To achieve the fractional number of cycles, the wireless 
charger transfers energy alternatively every one or two cycles. So fX(MPP) = 0.67 fO. 
 
Figure 6-15. Measured MPP receiver waveforms when kC = 1.1%. 
6.3.2 Charge Profile & Ideality Index 
To evaluate the charger’s performance, a charging test is performed that charges up a 1.1 
µF capacitor CO from 1 V to 1.8 V when the receiver is 13 mm, 18 mm, 23 mm, and 28 
mm away from the power source. At the above distances, the receiver fully charges CO in 
3.6 ms, 7.9 ms, 20 ms, and 63 ms, respectively, as shown in Figure 6-16. The corresponding 
charging currents are 3.2 µA, 9.9 µA, 250 µA, 500 µA, respectively. 
The maximum output power PO(MPP) is the key performance of the wireless charger. 
However, different wireless chargers’ PO(MPP) is not comparable, as PO(MPP) scales with the 
transmitter’s power and coupling. To assess the relative performance of the wireless 
charger, PO(MPP) needs to be normalized. Maximum available power PO(MAX) defines the 
highest power the receiver can possibly draw from the transmitter at the given coupling: 
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 Figure 6-17 shows the measured ηI when dX ranges from 0–38 mm.  Ideality ηI is 
high (> 60%) at 7 – 27 mm. Past 27 mm, ηI starts to drop gradually to zero. This is because, 
as the power source separates further from the wireless charger, it couples less vE on the 
receiving coil and, according to (2), the wireless charger skips more cycles between energy 
transfer for MPP. As a result, each cycle’s vC(PK) deviates further from vC(OPT), causing a 
non-linear loss PNL [99]. As deviation grows, PNL increases and lowers ηI. 
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Figure 6-17.  Measured ideality factor across power transmission distance dX. 
On the other end, when dX is shorter than 7 mm, ηI is also low. This is because, as 
the transmitting source couples more vE on the receiving coil, fX(MPP) scales up linearly and 
eventually reaches the oscillation frequency fO. Beyond that, fX cannot grow anymore, 
because the wireless charger can at most transfer energy once per oscillation cycle. 
Therefore, the MPP controller can no longer adjust for the desired fX(MPP), so ηI starts to 
drop. As shown in Figure 6-18, fX(MPP) reaches fO as vE(PK) grows above 0.58 V. Then fX(MPP) 
is capped to fO and PO(MPP) becomes fX-limited. Transferring energy for a longer duration 
tON improves ηI when the coupling is high and PO(MPP) is fX-limited. However, for targeted 
biomedical implant applications, high coupling is unlikely. Plus, adjustable tON requires 
additional circuitry and quiescent power. So tON is fixed at 960 ns. 
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Figure 6-19. Loss breakdown of the self-synchronized power receiver. 
Figure 6-19 shows the loss breakdown of the proposed switched resonant half-bridge 
with self-synchronization as a percentage of the maximum available power PO(MAX). Below 
0.7% of kC, the nonlinear loss PNL dominates. This is because, at very low vE, the oscillation 
voltage vC is low. Connecting the battery almost completely drains the LC tank and kills 
the oscillation. As a result, the vC deviates widely from its optimal value, so the PNL is high. 
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PNL dominates as kC grows beyond 1.2%. This is because the MPP controller can no longer 
adjust for the desired fX(MPP) so PO(MPP) becomes fX-limited. 
6.3.3 Relative Performance 
Figure 6-20 compares the proposed charger’s ηI across kC with the state of the arts. 
The wireless chargers in [123], [80], and [136] are based on switched resonant half-bridge 
and its variations. Although [80] achieves an ideality as high as 85%, the charger cannot 
self-synchronize. Therefore, the system is incomplete. The charger in [123] has no 
synchronizer either. Plus, as the charger completely drains LC tank’s energy each time, the 
energy transfer is not optimal. So ideality is low at 42.9%. The charger in [136] is self-
synchronized and achieves 67.7% of ηI. However, its power stage cannot operate beyond 
the circuit’s breakdown, so the coupling range is 16× narrower. The charger in [136] 
includes a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) that this design does not have. 
However, the MPPT is based on a one-time calibration, so its power consumption is 
ignored when calculating the ideality. [136] is not included in Fig. 14, as the coupling 
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Figure 6-20. Measured ideality index. 
 The switched bridges in [128], [115], and [116] energizes and de-energizes LR 
directly with the battery. As the switches in the switched bridge see the inductor voltage, 
the circuit cannot operate beyond breakdown. So the workable coupling ranges are much 
lower compared to the proposed design. The chargers in [128] and [115] cannot self-
synchronize, so the systems are incomplete. Although the charger in [116] includes an 
integrated synchronizer, the synchronizer needs to break the charging operation, resulting 
in additional opportunity loss. As a result, its ηI(PK) is 42.4%. 
Table 6-1 summarizes and compares the performance of the proposed design with 
the state of the arts. The charger systems in [123], [80], [128], and [115] are incomplete as 
they do not include a synchronizer. Still, among all designs, the proposed design achieves 
the highest ηI of 89% and the widest kC range of 41 dB. Compared to other self-
synchronized wireless chargers, the proposed wireless charger improves ηI and kC range by 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































To sum up, an inductively coupled wireless charger needs to output the highest 
power possible across a wide coupling range for practical applications. The switched 
resonant half-bridge outputs the highest power over a wide coupling range, as the circuit 
can operate beyond the circuit’s breakdown voltage and adjusts energy transfer patterns for 
MPP. However, the over-breakdown operation makes synchronizing the control a 
challenge. This chapter proposes a self-synchronized switched resonant half-bridge 
inductively coupled wireless charger. Using a high-voltage-sensing circuit, the charger 
synchronizes the control with minimal loss. A prototype is fabricated using 180-nm CMOS 
technology. Measurements show that the proposed design improves the output power and 
workable coupling range by 1.3× and 13× over the state of the art. 
6.4 Discussion: Inductively Coupled vs. RF 
This chapter presents a self-synchronized switched resonant half-bridge power receiver 
that can output up to 89% of the available power. It is interesting to see how the inductively 
coupled power receiver compares with another popular wireless power transfer technology: 
RF power transfer. 
6.4.1 Inductively Coupled 
A typical L-coupled power transfer system is shown in Fig. The power transmitter’s LT-CT 
is usually driven by a power inverter [137]–[121] which is modeled by a low-impedance 
square-wave voltage source vS. Since LT-CT only band-passes current at the resonant, the 
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Figure 6-21. Inductively coupled power transfer system. 
 As discussed in the previous chapters, The key to drawing max power from LR is 
that the receiver “load match” the source impedance [99], as Fig. 7 shows. A capacitor CR 
is often used to create resonance and raise LR’s current, so as to boost the power drawn 
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At high dX, the receiver barely loads the transmitter, so RE << RR. As a result, PO(MAX) 
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To validate the theory above, Figure 6-22 compares the Spice simulated PO(MAX) with the 
calculation when the coupling kC ranges from 0.01%-100%. Proportional to vE(PK) [80], kC 
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also drops cubically with dX. The simulation adjusts the effective receiver load as a resistor 
in Figure 6-21 for PO(MAX). The simulated PO(MAX) closely matches the theory’s prediction. 
Below kC(SAT) (~1.5%), PO(MAX) drops –20dB/dec with vE(PK). Beyond kC(SAT)  PO(MAX) 
saturates as the power is limited by the available power from the transmitter. The 
simulation matches the calculation within 0.1% to 0.2% error when vE(PK) is above 20 mV. 
Below 20 mV, the error increases to –0.4% to 2.5% due to the dynamic range limitation of 
the simulation. 
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Figure 6-22. Calculated and circuit simulated PO(MAX) at different vE(PK). 
6.4.2 RF 
An RF antenna projects its power PT to a sphere surface AT, as Figure 6-23 shows. For a 
non-isotropic antenna, the power radiation is not uniform in every direction.  Antenna gain 
GT characterizes the non-uniformity of power density in different directions. So the power 
density at dX is both a function of dX and angle θ, as Figure 6-23 shows: 
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For dipole antennae, PDT maximizes at θ = 0 and minimizes at θ = ±90°. The received 
power is proportional to both of PDT, the effective receiver antenna aperture AR
', and the 
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Equation (6.12) is widely referred to as the Friis formula. Note the formula is reasonably 
accurate in the far-field region when dX > 4dλ, where dλ is the length of the half-wave dipole 
antenna.  
θ 
PDT = f(θ, dX)

















Figure 6-23. Dipole antenna momentary electric field. 
The RF power transfer system generates the highest output power when both 
transmitter and receiver antennae align along their peak power density direction, so PO(MAX) 
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GT(PK) of a dipole antenna is normally 2.15 dBi [138]. GR(PK) is the peak antenna gain of 
the receiver. 
6.4.3 Comparison: An Example 
As an example, this section compares the power density decay of a 125 kHz L-coupled 
power system with a 2.45 GHz RF power system.  While both 125 kHz and 13.56 MHz are 
widely used for L-coupled power transfer, 125 kHz operation lowers the switching loss 
and is more suitable for low-power microsensor applications. 2.45 GHz is widely used for 
RF power transfer, so the power link can be shared with the data link such as Wifi and 
Bluetooth.   
For a compact system, the transmitter needs to be small in all directions. The 
transmitter’s dimension dL characterizes the side length of the smallest square that the 
transmitter can fit into. A 2.45 GHz half-wave dipole measures 6.1 cm, which fits right into 
4.3×4.3×0.2 cm3 cubic of space, so its dL is 4.3 cm. For a fair comparison, the L-coupled 
transmitter coil is also limited to the same cubic of space, as Figure 6-23 shows. The 
inductor coil used here is a 250-turn, 43 mm diameter, single-row coil. The calculated 
inductance is around 1 mH [139].  For the receiver, the L-coupled power system uses the 
Coilcraft 4513TC 1 mH coil with 31 mV/µT sensitivity.  The RF system uses the patch 
antenna SWLP.2450.10.4.A.02 from Taoglas. Figure 6-23 shows their dimensions. 
Parameters of the transmitters and receivers are summarized in Table 6-2. 
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dL = 4.3 cm
dH = 0.2 cm
dL = 4.3 cm
dH = 0.2 cm
L-Coupled Tx
RF Tx
dL = 11.7 mm
dH = 2.7 mm
dL = 10 mm




Figure 6-24. Dimensions of the L-coupled and RF transmitters and receivers. 
Table 6-2. Parameters for the inductively coupled and RF system. 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
RF Power Receiver: TAOGLAS SWLP.2450.10.4.A.02 
dH 4 mm dD 10 mm 
dL 10 mm GR(PK) –1 dBi 
L:L Power Transmitter Coil [139] 
µEFF 12.6 mNˑA
– 2  LT 1.7 mH 
NT 250 RT @ fO 12.1 Ω  
dH 2 mm fO 125 kHz 
rT 21.5 mm vS(PK) 5 V 
L:L Power Receiver Coil: Coilcraft 4513TC 
dH 2.7 mm LR 1 mH 
dL 11.7 mm RESR.R @ fO 23.9 Ω 
dD 3.5 mm SRX 31 mV/µT 
RF Power Transmitter: Dipole [138]–[140] 
fO 2.45 GHz dλ 61 mm 
λ 122 mm GT(PK) 2.15 dBi 
Figure 6-25 compares the ηPD of the above discussed L-coupled and RF power 
transfer systems. The solid lines indicate the ηPD calculated from the theory, while the 
dashed line indicates the qualitatively projected ηPD of the RF system in the near-field 
region. The Friis equation is only accurate for the far-field region. The power in the near-
field region much more complex, as it is subject to the antenna’s shape and position [141]. 
The discussion is beyond this research’s scope. Up to dL, L-coupled system’s ηPD stays flat, 
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as the transmitting source limits PO(MAX). In this region, the L-coupled system’s ηPD is 
always higher, as the L-coupled receiver can potentially source all the power that the 
transmitter avails, while the RF system always loses a portion of the power it radiates into 
space (% PLOSS). Past dL, PO(MAX) or ηPD drops 3 times faster than the RF system. Past 3.5 
dL, ηPD of the L-coupled system is surpassed by the RF system. More generally, RF system 
outputs higher power in the far-field region, while the inductively coupled system output 
higher power in deep near-field region. 
































Figure 6-25. Comparison between inductively coupled RF power density attenuation 
over distance. 
 To sum up, this discussion compares the maximum output power performance of 
the two most popular wireless power transfer technologies: L-coupled and RF. With 
normalized transmitter power and size, up to dL, L-coupled power receiver outputs higher 
power density ηPD, as it can output as much power as the transmitter avails, while the RF 
system always loses the power that radiates into space. However, past dL, the L-coupled 
system’s ηPD decays 3 times as fast as the RF system over dX. So beyond 3.5 dL, RF’s ηPD 
beats the L-coupled.  
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS 
7.1 Research Objective 
Embedded microsensors can sense, process, and transmit information that saves energy, 
cost, and lives  Their tiny onboard batteries, nevertheless, cannot sustain their operation for 
long. Harvesting ambient energy, such as light or motion can help replenish the battery and 
extend the lifetime. However, such energy sources are rarely available in an embedded 
environment. Often, the only option left is to recharge the battery wirelessly using a pair 
of inductively coupled coils. 
 Powering embedded microsensors via a pair of inductively coupled coils is 
challenging for three reasons. First, coupling in these applications is very weak because the 
separation between the transmitter and receiver coils far exceeds the radius of the coils. 
Such a tiny, weakly coupled and often misaligned receiver coil only couples millivolts, so 
drawing power is difficult. Second, applying a high voltage boosts coil current and, in 
consequence, outputs more power, but only to the extent that the circuit’s breakdown 
voltage allows. In other words, the circuit is breakdown limited. Third, tiny coils are so 
resistive that ohmic losses also constrain output power.  
 With this understanding, the research will then explore and develop a low-loss 
CMOS power receiver with a microwatt controller that can operate the system so output 
power is maximally high. The ultimate goal is to build a power-receiver system that can 
draw and output more power than the state of the art, and that way, expand the 




7.2.1 Evaluation of the SoA Power Receivers 
The first contribution of this research is the evaluation of SoA power receivers and the 
identification of the best technology. In most embedded microsensor applications, the 
coupling between the transmitter and the receiver coils is often very low. So the coupled 
voltage vE is low in millivolts. Applying a high, alternating voltage vR across the receiver 
coil, as shown in boosts the current iL and thus the drawn power from vE. However, the 
quadratic growing conduction loss may negate the gain in drawn power when the current 
is too high. Therefore, the key to generating the highest power is to apply the optimal 









Figure 7-1. Applying an alternating high voltage vR boosts iL and power from vE. 
The resonant full-/half-bridge, the investing switched bridge, and the switched 
resonant bridge all impress an alternating high voltage across the receiving coil LR but in 
different ways. The resonant half/full bridges in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-5 parallel a 
resonant capacitor CR with LR. In this case, vR is the resonate voltage vC. To regulate the 
vC at its optimal level vC(OPT), an extra buffer stage is needed to regulate the rectified voltage 
vREC, as vREC caps vC. The extra buffer stage adds losses and components to hurting the 
efficiency and compactness of the system. Plus, the maximum vREC is limited by the 
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circuit’s breakdown. So the receiver can reach MPP only for a narrow coupling range. The 
investing switched bridge impresses a high, alternating vR by connecting LR directly to 
±vREC. Similarly, an extra buffer regulates vREC so the output power is maximum. Still, the 
maximum vREC is limited by breakdown, so the MPP coupling range is low. The switched 
resonant bridge connects a resonant capacitor CR in series with the bridge circuit. For most 
of the cycle the bridge circuit shorts, so vR in this case is mostly vC. Unlike the other two 
types of power receivers, the switched resonant bridge can adjust vC level by adjusting the 
energy transfer duration. This eliminates the need for additional buffer stage. Plus, as the 
switches in the bridge do not see vC, vC is not breakdown limited. 
As all three types of power receivers adjust vR for MPP, they output about the same 
power, as shown in Figure 3-18. However, the switched resonant does not require a buffer 
stage, so the system can be more compact. Plus, the switched resonant bridge power 
receiver is not breakdown limited, so it can reach MPP for a wider coupling range. 
Therefore, it is the best SoA power receiver for powering embedded microsensors. 
To assess the relative performance of the power receiver, an ideality index is 
proposed. The receiver efficiency is not a good performance metric here, as the goal is to 
maximize the power not efficiency. The maximum output power, however, scales with the 
coupling, transmitting power, and coil inductance. So it does not reflect the performance 
of the receiver itself. The ideality factor ηI references the maximum output PO(MPP) to the 
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For this reason, the ideality index ηI is used to assess the relative performance of the power 
receiver. 
Generated Peer-Reviewed Conference Publication(s): 
❖ N. Xing and G. A. Rincon-Mora, "Generating the highest power with a tiny and 
distant inductively coupled coil," 2016 IEEE 25th International Symposium on 
Industrial Electronics, pp. 477-80, June 2016. 
7.2.2 MPP Power Stage 
The second contribution of this research is a novel switched resonant half-bridge that 
adjusts both energy transfer duration and frequency for MPP. The proposed switched 
resonant half-bridge, as shown in Figure 7-2 operates and switches between two modes. 
During the energy accumulating mode, the ground switch MG conducts, closing the LC 
oscillation loop. So the LC tank constantly receives and accumulates energy from the 
coupled source vE. During the energy transferring mode, the output switch MO closes, 
transferring the energy accumulated in the LC partially to the battery vB.  
The circuit can adjust both energy transfer duration tON and frequency fX for MPP. 
In this case, the voltage vR impressed across LR is mostly the oscillating voltage vC. 
Transferring energy for longer and more frequently leaves less energy in the LC tank, so 
the averaged vC magnitude is lower. Similarly, transferring energy less often or shorter 
leaves more energy in the LC tank, so the averaged vC magnitude is higher. This way, the 




























Figure 7-2. The switched resonant half-bridge that adjusts both energy transfer duration 
and frequency for MPP. 














f0 = 6.78 MHz
dx = 29 mm
vE(PK) = 39 mV
 
Figure 7-3. Adjusting both tON and fX for MPP with 39 mV coupled voltage. 
 Compared to the other switched resonant bridges [117-122], the proposed power 
stage uses 2 FETs only, so the power stage can be more compact and is more suitable for 
microsensor applications. Also, the resonant capacitor CR is grounded. So there is less 
parasitic capacitance and thus less switching loss. This also makes sensing vC easier. 
Moreover, the power stage uses synchronous switches, so there is no diode loss. Finally, 
the power stage can adjust both energy transfer frequency fX and duration tON. The two-
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variable space captures more settings than a single variable can, so the maximum power 
PO(MPP) is higher. A prototype is built using 180-nm CMOS technology. The prototype 
operates at 6.78 MHz and outputs 13%–85% of the 9.7–1580 μW that a 54.1-mm2 receiver 
coil avails when 13 to 38 mm apart from its source. This is up to 38% more power and with 
25% smaller footprint than the best comparable receiver. 
Generated Peer-Reviewed Journal(s): 
❖ N. Xing and G. A. Rincón-Mora, "180-nm 85%-efficient inductively coupled 
switched resonant half-bridge power receiver," IEEE Transactions on Circuits and 
Systems II: Express Briefs, vol. 66, no. 6, pp. 983-987, 2019. 
7.2.3 MPP Theory 
The third contribution is the development of an MPP theory that predicts the optimal 
settings for the proposed switched resonant half-bridge. The proposed switched resonant 
half-bridge achieves up to 85% ideality, as it can adjust both energy transfer duration tON 
and frequency fX for MPP. However, searching for the optimal fX and tON setting 
thoroughly across the two-variable space can be time- and energy-consuming. Also, 
coupling varies from time to time in most embedded microsensor applications, which 
means the optimal setting also needs to be adjusted from time to time. Searching for MPP 
setting frequently halts the power transfer and causes significant opportunity loss. 
Therefore, in this research, a theory that predicts the optimal settings of tON and fX is 
developed. 
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 Briefly, the switched resonant half-bridge reaches MPP when two criteria are met: 
(1) the receiver voltage vR’s harmonic at fO matches 0.5vE in both phase and magnitude, 
and (2) the energy transfer frequency fX balances the nonlinear loss and the charge loss. 
Criterion (2) is quite self-explanatory. However, criterion (1) is not so straight-forward. An 
intuitive explanation of (1) is that, as the LR and CR only bandpass current at fO, it is the 
vR’s harmonic at fO that dominates the current. Therefore, matching the vR’s harmonic at 
fO to 0.5vE results in close-to-MPP output power. With the two criteria, the optimal tON and 
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. (7.3) 
Although the predicted tON(MPP) and fX(MPP) do not match the measurement well (with 
up to 32%), the output power at the predicted setting is very close to the actual measured 
PO(MPP). As Figure 7-4 shows, at the theory’s predicted settings, the receiver outputs more 
than 98.7% of the actual maximum power when the coupling is 0.15%–1.13%.  
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Figure 7-4. PO at the theory’s predicted setting and the actual PO(MPP). 
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7.2.4 System Integration 
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The last main contribution of this research is the system integration of the switched 
resonant half-bridge. Although the switched resonant half-bridge charger can output high 
power across a wide coupling range, its synchronized control remains a challenge. For 
MPP, the circuit needs to transfer energy from the LC tank to the battery around iL’s peak. 
Sensing iL directly is difficult, as iL is low and varies orders of magnitude in targeted 
applications. Plus, any resistance added to the LC loop significantly lowers the available 
power to the receiver. An alternative way is to sense vC’s zero-crossing, as that’s when iL 
peaks. However, sensing vC’s zero crossings is challenging as well. This is because vC can 
also vary orders of magnitude in real applications and exceed the breakdown voltage. 




























Figure 7-5. Self-synchronized switched resonant half-bridge power receiver. 
 To address the challenges, the synchronizing comparator ASYNC in Figure 7-5 pre-
divides the capacitor voltage vC with a variable-ratio divider. The dividing ratio is higher 
when the input is high, so the comparator output vO does not exceed the breakdown and 
protects the circuit. The dividing ratio drops to one when the input is low, so vO is high 
enough for the comparator input. The voltage divider induces loss as it steals and burns a 
fraction of iL. However, the loss is less than 3%. 
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 The energy transfer frequency controller is implemented on an FPGA for 
testability. The controller block is fully synthesizable with the comparator output as the 
only clock. So the controller can be migrated on-chip if required. The controller linearly 
controls the energy transfer frequency fX with a fO/128 resolution. 
 The measured self-synchronized switched resonant half-bridge achieves an ideality 
as high as 89%, which is 1.3× higher than the comparable state of the arts. Also, because 
the power stage and the synchronizing comparator can handle high voltage above 
breakdown, the circuit’s coupling is as wide as 41 dB, which is 13× higher than the 
comparable state of the arts. 
Generated Peer-Reviewed Conference-Publication(s): 
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Or RF?" 2020 IEEE International Symposium on Quality Electronics Design, 
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self-synchronized inductively coupled wireless charger," Submitted IEEE 
Transactions on Circuits and Systems II: Express Briefs 
7.3 Remaining Challenges & Future Research 
The final design in CHAPTER 6 significantly improves the power receiver’s ideality and 
coupling range over the state of the arts by 1.3× and 13×, respectively. However, the 
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technology still has limitations. This section discusses the limitations of the proposed 
technology and potential future research paths. 
7.3.1 Zero-Energy Start-up 
The proposed self-synchronized switched resonant half-bridge power receiver in Figure 
7-5 requires initial energy to turn on the ground switch MG. Without the initial energy to 
turn on MG, the LC loop stays open and cannot collect energy from the coupled source vE. 
This is a serious limitation compared to the resonant bridge. In a resonant bridge, the LC 
loop is always closed, so energy can accumulate from zero in the LC tank and get 
transferred to the rectified capacitor.  
 Zero-energy start-up capability is critical for many embedded microsensor 
applications. The onboard batteries of these embedded microsensors are usually tiny. Plus, 
the availability of the power source is uncertain in many applications. As a result, the 
onboard battery depletes easily. To revive the system from a completely discharged state, 
a zero-energy startup is necessary. 
 Therefore, one of the future research paths is the zero-energy startup of the switched 
resonant half-bridge. It is worth noting that although the ground switch MG is open, the 
parasitic capacitance CPAR from vSW to GND still closes the loop. Yet the loop LR–CR–
CPAR oscillates at a much higher frequency, as CPAR is normally orders of magnitude 
smaller than the resonant capacitor CR. So one option to start up the system is to upshift 
the transmitter frequency to LR–CR–CPAR’s resonate frequency to excite the oscillation 
during startup. Once the parasitic LC tank accumulates enough energy and charges up vB 
to the minimum required voltage, the transmitter can shift back to the normal operation 
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frequency for optimal performance. However, this startup scheme has significant 
drawbacks. First, the start-up scheme requires the transmitter to be able to operate in two 
separate frequency bands, which significantly complicated the transmitter design. Also, the 
parasitic capacitance varies from chip to chip. So the start-up transmitting frequency needs 






















Figure 7-6. Startup the switched resonant half-bridge with the help of CPAR. 
An alternative way is to use auxiliary start-up circuits like in [142, 143]. However, 
as the circuit resumes normal operation, the start-up circuit sees the high oscillation voltage 
vC. How to protect the start-up circuit from the high voltage becomes another challenge. 
7.3.2 Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) 
The switched resonant half-bridge in CHAPTER 6 adjusts the energy transfer frequency fX 
for MPP. However, the frequency adjustment is done in an open-loop fashion: in coupled 
voltage was calibrated once to set the optimal energy transfer frequency. For real 
applications, the distance between the transmitting and receiving coil often varies with 
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Most state-of-the-art MPPT or maximum power efficiency tracking (MPET) 
schemes [144-147] calibrate the output power or output current. However, the output 
current is low and intermittent in the switched resonant half-bridge, making the calibration 
difficult. One MPPT option is to break the power receiving operation and calibrate coupled 
vE once in a while. Figure 7-7 shows the MPPT scheme. The ground switch SG and output 
switch SO turn on alternatively during the energy receiving and transferring operation. To 
calibrate the open-loop voltage vE, both switches are turned off, so vE(CL) = vE. The open-
loop voltage is then fed to an ADC and a look-up table (LUT) to determine the optimal fX 
for MPP.  
 However, the MPPT suffers several drawbacks. First, depending on how frequent 
vE needs to be calibrated, breaking the power receiver operation can cause a significant 
opportunity loss, as the receiver cannot draw power during calibration. Second, the circuit 
that senses vE(CL) needs to handle the high common-mode voltage, as the vC can be high 
during the normal operation. Finally, the coupled voltage vE varies orders of magnitude, 















Figure 7-7. MPPT by calibrating coupled voltage and using a look-up table. 
An alternative solution is to calibrate the saturated capacitor voltage vC instead of vE. 
This is possible because when loosely coupled, vE is a 1/QR fraction of vC. In other words, 
 
C(SAT) R E(PK)v Q v= . (7.5) 
QR stays constant in the low-coupling region, as the coupled resistance RE is negligible. 
However, when the coupling is high, the high RE lowers QR, the saturated vC(PK) is no longer 
proportional to vE(PK). So the MPPT scheme only works for the low-coupling region. 
 Finally, the MPPT can be achieved by monitoring the averaged vC(PK) of each cycle. 
According to the MPP theory developed in CHAPTER 5, the switched resonant half-bridge 
outputs the highest power when the averaged vC(PK) of each cycle is about vC(OPT), where 
 
C(OPT) R E(PK) C(SAT)v 0.5Q v 0.5v= = . (7.6) 
Therefore, the MPPT can monitor and regulate the averaged vC(PK) of each cycle to half of 
the vC(SAT). To calibrate vC(SAT), the MPPT needs to halt the power transfer till the 
oscillation in the LC tank saturates. However, the energy accumulated in the LC tank can 
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be transferred to the battery once the calibration finishes. So the MPPT induces less loss 
than the vE- or vC- calibration scheme. 
7.4 Summary 
Embedded microsensors collect, process, and transmit information that saves costs and 
lives. Inductively coupled power transfer can extend their lifetime by recharging their 
batteries wirelessly. To expand the functionality of the embedded microsensors, the 
transferred wireless power needs to be maximized. Plus, for real applications, the power 
receiver needs to tolerate wide coupling variations. Therefore, the objective of this research 
is to investigate and design a power receiver that outputs the highest power out of what’s 
available for the widest coupling range possible. For this, a switched resonant half-bridge 
power receiver is proposed. The power stage can adjust both energy transfer duration and 
frequency for MPP without the help of an extra buffer stage. Plus, the operation is not 
breakdown-limited, so MPP can be achieved for a wide coupling range. An MPP theory is 
also developed to predict the optimal settings of the proposed power stage. At the theory’s 
predicted settings, the power stage can output more than 98.6% of the MPP power. Finally, 
the research addresses the practical challenges in system integration, including over-
voltage protection and synchronization. The fabricated self-synchronized power receiver 
prototype power and coupling range are 1.3× and 13× better than the SoA power receivers. 
The improvements potentially expand the functionality of embedded microsensors. 
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